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<td>N-factor for Tollmien-Schlichting disturbance growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dN}{ds}$</td>
<td>Disturbance spatial growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Dynamic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_1$</td>
<td>Unit Reynolds number (ft$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_c$</td>
<td>Chord Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_x$</td>
<td>$x$-Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{\text{etr}}$</td>
<td>$x$-Reynolds number at transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLE</td>
<td>Leading edge radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{\theta,a,l.}$</td>
<td>Attachment line momentum thickness Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{RXFLO}$</td>
<td>Crossflow Reynolds number, $W_{\text{cf, max}} \delta_{\text{cf}} / \nu_{\infty}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Streamwise distance along the wing surface, measured from the attachment line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{\infty}$</td>
<td>Free stream velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>Suction velocity at the surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{app}}$</td>
<td>Airplane approach velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{\text{cf, max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum value of crossflow velocity in the 3D boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Local wing thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_W$</td>
<td>Wing surface temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{Aw}$</td>
<td>Adiabatic wall temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>Streamwise distance along chordline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Greek Letters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Angle of attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_l$</td>
<td>Nondimensional spatial Amplification Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Disturbance wave angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Disturbance frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>Wave angle measured from local edge velocity direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Fractional semispan station</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \mu \] Mach angle
\[ \Lambda \] Sweep angle
\[ \theta \] Boundary layer momentum thickness
\[ \nu_\infty \] Free stream kinematic viscosity
\[ P_0 \] Air density at wall
\[ \rho_\infty \] Free stream air density
\[ \delta_{cf} \] Greatest height in the 3D boundary layer where the crossflow velocity is 0.1*W_{cf, max}

**Abbreviations**

- **ASM**: Airplane Seat Mile
- **BLC**: Boundary Layer Control
- **BLGL**: Boundary Layer Grid Generation Program
- **CF**: Cross Flow
- **CFD**: Computational Fluid Dynamics
- **DOC**: Direct Operating Costs
- **HLFC**: Hybrid Laminar Flow Control
- **HSCT**: High Speed Civil Transport
- **L/D**: Lift/Drag ratio
- **LAM**: Laminar
- **LaRC**: Langley Research Center
- **LFC**: Laminar Flow Control
- **MTOW**: Maximum Takeoff (Gross) Weight
- **NLF**: Natural Laminar Flow
- **NMi**: Nautical Miles
- **OEW**: Operational Empty Weight
- **PAX**: Number of passengers
- **SST**: Supersonic Transport
- **SW**: Wing Area
- **TG**: Taylor-Gortler
- **TOFL**: Takeoff Field Length
- **TS**: Tollemien-Schlichting
- **TSFC**: Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption
- **TURB**: Turbulent
- **T/W**: Thrust/weight ratio
- **W/S**: Wing loading
- **WBL**: Wing Buttock line
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents the results of a one year study aimed at assessing the feasibility and impact of implementing a laminar flow control (LFC) system on a Supersonic Transport (SST) configuration. The work was performed under contract NAS1-15325 with the Laminar Flow Control Projects Office (LFCPO) of the NASA Langley Research Center.

Several benefits could potentially be realized from the implementation of LFC on a SST configuration. These include improved lift/drag (L/D) ratio, reduced maximum takeoff weight (MTOW), increased range, improved fuel economy and reduced aerodynamic heating. However, many issues need to be addressed with regard to the application of LFC to a SST configuration to determine the extent to which these potential benefits could actually be realized in practice. These issues relate not only to the feasibility of achieving high transition Reynolds number on a complex SST configuration, but also to the associated structural and systems requirements and penalties. The present study was an initial attempt at addressing many of these issues. The primary emphasis was on the aerodynamic modifications needed to achieve a significant run of laminar flow on the wing surface of an SST configuration. However, sufficient emphasis was placed on the determination of associated structural and systems requirements to arrive at a realistic assessment of the net performance benefits of LFC implementation.

The feasibility and impact of LFC implementation were studied with reference to a specific SST configuration, model 733-633, which is a Mach 2.4 double delta wing planform configuration developed at Boeing during the NASA funded SCAR* studies of the 1970's [36]. The geometry definition of this configuration was reasonably well documented and an extensive performance database was available. An updated version (Model 1080-834) of this configuration with geometrically similar wing but with an all composite structure and longer range capability became available during the course of the present study from the concurrent NASA/Boeing HSCT studies [44]. The assessment of the potential performance benefits of LFC implementation was made with reference to this updated configuration.

The present study was organized in the following four tasks:


   In this task, existing stability theory calculations as well as wind tunnel and flight experiments on supersonic transition with and without laminar flow control employing suction and wall cooling were sur-
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veyed. Existing 3D linear and nonlinear inviscid codes at Boeing were utilized to predict the pressure distribution on the SST configuration. Suction requirements for stabilization of the attachment line boundary layer on a highly swept, rounded leading edge were estimated. The wing boundary layer developing under the predicted inviscid pressure distribution was calculated, under the swept tapered wing approximation, using a Boeing 3D boundary layer code. The effects of wall cooling and suction could be modeled in these calculations. The stability of the boundary layer profiles for both Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) and crossflow (CF) modes was then calculated using a Boeing modified version of the Mack code [13]. A transition criterion based on subsonic natural laminar flow flight tests on F-111 [8] and Boeing 757 [10] aircraft was used for prediction of transition in supersonic boundary layers with simultaneous growths of TS and CF modes of instability. Suction requirements for significant laminarization of both subsonic and supersonic leading edge wing regions were determined. Three different hybrid wing laminarization schemes consisting of suction controlled and natural laminar flow combinations, were considered. Two of these were selected for detailed design/benefit evaluation. Issues of the compatibility of the proposed laminarization schemes with the high lift system of the configuration were addressed and preliminary concepts for use of the LFC system as a boundary layer control (BLC) system for high lift performance improvement were proposed.

2. Structural and Systems Concept Development

In this task concepts for structural and systems modifications required to achieve suction laminarization of a baseline turbulent SST configuration were developed. Suction through a perforated titanium skin was assumed in all cases. Possibilities of accommodating required size ducting within the existing structure were explored. Various arrangements for ducting the air to the suction compressors were considered with a view to minimizing the fuel displacement and weight penalties. Availability of or the feasibility of the development of suction compressors required for the present application was explored with two suppliers. Various means of powering and locating the suction compressors were considered, again with a view to minimizing the TSFC, weight and fuel displacement penalties.

3. Design/Benefit Studies

The net viscous drag reduction for the predicted extent of laminar run for two laminarization schemes was calculated by a strip theory method. The impact on the total cruise drag of the configuration was then calculated. Suction locations, mass flow requirements and pressure distribution over the suction regions were specified for systems
evaluation. Compressor power requirements were estimated and compression ratios selected after evaluating trades between suction air momentum drag penalty and the TSFC and weight penalties. The impacts of aerodynamic (L/D) improvements as well as weight, TSFC, suction air momentum drag and fuel displacement penalties on the overall performance of the sized vehicle were evaluated by means of a Boeing SST performance and sizing program. The net benefits in terms of MTOW, OEW and fuel burn reduction were estimated for the two laminarization schemes.

4. Future Research Requirements

Several research needs were identified during the course of the present study for improvements in existing transition prediction capability, development of nonlinear supersonic wing design capability, validation of laminarization concepts as well as enhancement of net benefits of LFC implementation. These were organized in three general areas: A) Improved Transition Prediction and Wing Design Capability, B) Conceptual Design Studies and C) Wind Tunnel and Flight Experiments.

In the aerodynamics part of the study it was found that increasing Mach number has a stabilizing influence on the TS mode and that mild suction and wall cooling further enhance this stability. However, the influence of these parameters on the cross flow (CF) mode of instability is rather weak. Therefore, the control of CF instability, by careful tailoring of pressure distribution and suction is the key to the achievement of high transition Reynolds numbers on a SST configuration. Significant alteration of the predicted pressure distribution on the (subsonic leading edge) inboard wing was found necessary to achieve a laminar run without excessive suction. Only a slight modification of the predicted pressure distribution was necessary for the (supersonic leading edge) outboard wing. A wing design capability to achieve the specified pressure distribution was not available.

A survey of existing stability calculations and wind tunnel/flight experiments revealed a lack of 3D supersonic boundary layer transition data to formulate reliable transition criteria. Based on the present boundary layer stability calculations and an existing subsonic transition criterion, hybrid laminarization of the outboard wing up to 60 percent chord was considered achievable by a dual region suction scheme. The suction requirements of the subsonic leading edge inboard wing were significantly larger. Hybrid laminarization up to approximately 30 percent chord was considered achievable for the inboard wing with a tailored pressure distribution and suction applied over the first 10 percent chord.

As shown in Fig. 1, a 6 percent reduction in the total cruise drag of the configuration resulted from Scheme 1 where laminarization of the outboard
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Figure 1  Total Cruise Drag Reduction Benefit of Two Hybrid Laminarization Schemes

TOTAL CRUISE DRAG REDUCTION BENEFIT
CRUISE L/D (Turbulent Baseline = 9.2)
wing alone was attempted. Scheme 2, which attempted laminarization of both inboard and outboard areas of the wing resulted in an 8.2 percent reduction in the total cruise drag. Both upper and lower surface laminarization was assumed in the two schemes.

In the structural and systems concept development task, it was found that the ducting required to handle the suction flow rates specified from aerodynamic analysis, could be accommodated within the available space on the SST configuration. A distributed, electric motor driven suction compressor scheme was compared with a central mechanically driven compressor scheme with direct shaft power extraction from the main engines. Although the electric motor driven compressor scheme had a slight advantage in terms of fuel volume displaced, the mechanically driven compressor scheme proved clearly superior in terms of system weight and power extraction penalties. Discharge of the suction air at the free stream velocity, although resulting in no net suction air momentum drag penalty, required excessive compressor and drive system weight as well as power extraction penalties. A trade study determined the condition of sonic discharge for the compressed suction air to be the best compromise. Preliminary structural concepts were developed for integrating the suction ducting with the composite structure in order to minimize the weight and fuel volume displacement penalties. Preliminary leading edge concepts which would enable the use of suction system for boundary layer control and thereby improve the low speed, high lift performance were also developed.

The aerodynamic benefits of reduced skin friction drag due to laminarization were weighed against the penalties of suction system weight, fuel displacement and engine power extraction in the SST performance and sizing program. The results for laminarization scheme 2 are shown in Fig. 2, where the effect of range is also evident. At the 5000 nmi range, the cycled LFC configuration showed 8.5, 6.2 and 12.0 percent reductions in MTOW, OEW and fuel consumption respectively when compared to the baseline turbulent configuration. At the 6500 nmi range, these benefits increased to 12.6, 9.8 and 16.0 percent reductions respectively. A preliminary calculation showed a 25 percent reduction in the fuel heating rate resulting from the implementation of this laminarization scheme.

In conclusion, this initial study of LFC application to an SST configuration indicated the aerodynamic feasibility of achieving significant laminarization of the wing surface.

Preliminary assessment of the systems and structural requirements to achieve this laminarization showed that the aerodynamic benefits of drag reduction outweigh the system weight, volume and power requirement penalties. The potential net performance benefits in terms of reductions in MTOW, OEW and fuel consumption are impressive and improve with increasing mission range.
Figure 2  Net Performance Benefits of HLFC (Scheme 2) Implementation
However the present study also pointed to a significant research and development effort in aerodynamics, structures and systems technologies which will be needed to realize these potential benefits in a practical system.

In aerodynamics, 3D nonlinear configuration design capability will need to be developed to achieve wing pressure distributions desirable for laminar flow design. A general 3D boundary layer and stability analysis capability is also needed. Wind tunnel tests will be needed to assess the impact of laminar flow design on the overall aerodynamic performance of the configuration. Flight tests on supersonic aircraft will be needed to develop transition criteria for 3D supersonic boundary layers and to validate laminar flow control concepts. Concepts for integration of the LFC system with the high lift flap system of SST configurations will require considerable development. The potential for use of the LFC suction system as a BLC system for high lift performance improvement needs to be fully explored.

In structures, design concepts for perforated suction surface assemblies and their integration with composite wing skin need to be developed. Work on manufacturing and fabrication technology development in these areas should also be initiated early. Concepts for integration of suction ducts with the structure should be further developed to minimize the impact of system weight and fuel displacement penalties.

In the systems area, much needs to be done in the development of suction air flow control concepts. Concepts and systems for leading edge protection from insect contamination, deicing and anti-icing for both subsonic and supersonic type leading edge geometries need to be developed. The systems compatibility of the LFC suction system with the requirements of the BLC system for high lift needs to be evaluated.
1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are several potential benefits to be gained from an application of laminar flow control technology to supersonic transport aircraft configurations. These include:

1. Impressive increase in range or reduction in maximum takeoff weight (MTOW). Based on a NASA Langley Research Center estimate for an advanced technology Mach 2.7, 250 passenger SST, the MTOW would be reduced by 28 percent if laminar flow over the entire configuration were achieved [1].

2. Reduced sonic boom intensity. The reduction in MTOW leads to a corresponding reduction in sonic boom intensity. If the sonic boom over pressures are reduced below 1 psf level, overland supersonic cruise may become allowable.

3. Reduced community noise during takeoffs. Reduced MTOW reduces takeoff thrust requirements and results in decreased community noise during takeoff.

4. Improved economics. Reduced MTOW and improved fuel efficiency leads to reduced DOC.

5. Reduced aerodynamic heating loads. Consequently,
   a. structural temperatures are reduced, increasing material options
   b. fuel heating rate is reduced, enhancing the value of fuel as a heat sink for environmental control systems
   c. for military applications, reduced skin temperature means reduced observables.

However, many issues need to be resolved with regard to the application of laminar flow control to supersonic transport configurations to determine the extent to which these potential benefits could be realized in practice and the associated systems requirements and penalties.

In contrast to the design considerations for subsonic transports, fuel volume requirements are a critical element in the overall sizing considerations of supersonic transport configurations. This is dictated by the desire to minimize the wave drag-due-to-volume and the much larger quantity of fuel required for a given mission range as compared to subsonics. Fuel weight, as a fraction of MTOW for a SST is nearly twice that for a subsonic transport. Consequently, the MTOW of a SST has a much greater sensitivity to any reduction in the drag (i.e., an improvement in L/D). Not only is the quantity of
fuel required to do the mission diminished, there is also a reduction in the structural weight (OEW) because a smaller wing may be allowed to carry the reduced amount of fuel.

Improvements in engine fuel efficiency (TSFC) and reductions in structural weight (OEW) have a similar impact on the vehicle MTOW as shown in the sizing plot of Figure 1.0-1. The airplane OEW is plotted against the MTOW. The upper solid line shows the minimum achievable OEW as a function of MTOW, as dictated by the structural considerations. The lower solid line shows the maximum allowable OEW as a function of MTOW, as determined by the fuel quantity required for the mission. A sized airplane is obtained when the minimum achievable OEW line crosses over the maximum allowable OEW line. The breaks in the two lines represent effects of the need for larger size landing gears or increased number of engines as the MTOW is increased to obtain "closure". The requirements of larger landing gear or additional engines aggravates the closure problem even further and leads to even greater MTOW of the sized airplane. Increase in the required range has a similar impact. The slope of the maximum allowable OEW line is reduced as shown in Figure 1.0-1, leading to large increases in the MTOW of the sized vehicle. Further increases in the range requirement may even lead to situations where the maximum allowable OEW line becomes parallel or divergent with the minimum achievable OEW line and a closed configuration is not found even if the MTOW is allowed to increase indefinitely. Improvements in L/D, TSFC and efficient structural materials have the opposite effect. They allow closure at a lower MTOW or lead to increased range for a fixed MTOW. In this light, improvements in L/D, TSFC and materials technology become particularly important for a long range SST.

Typically, skin friction (viscous) drag accounts for approximately 50 percent of the total drag of a subsonic transport at cruise. For SST configurations that percentage is smaller, because of the presence of wave drag components at supersonic speeds. The drag buildup of two supersonic configurations at a typical cruise condition \((Cl = 0.12)\) is shown in Figure 1.0-2. Configuration 733-633, having a "double delta" planform, has a supersonic leading edge over the outboard portion of the wing, while configuration 733-636, having an "arrow wing" planform, has a subsonic leading edge. The -636 configuration has a lower wave drag as well as a lower total cruise drag as compared to the -633 configuration. The arrow wing planform, while more efficient in supersonic cruise, has poorer low speed performance and generally a larger wing weight. Skin friction drag is about 35 and 42 percent of the total drag for configurations -633 and -636 respectively. The percent skin friction drag for -636 is higher because of two reasons: 1) lower wave drag and 2) larger wing (wetted) area to achieve the same span as -633, the latter element being dictated by low speed performance requirements. The smaller value of viscous drag as a fraction of total drag means that for a given percent reduction in the viscous drag due to laminar
Figure 1.0-2 Cruise Drag Bulldup of Two Supersonic Configurations
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ization, the percent reduction in the total drag for supersonic transport configurations is somewhat smaller as compared to subsonics.

In evaluating the net benefits of LFC implementation on a supersonic transport configuration, the improvements in L/D due to viscous drag reduction must be weighed against the possible penalties associated with the effect on other drag components, suction system weight, power requirement and fuel volume displacement. The implementation of laminar flow may require a specific type of pressure distribution on the configuration surface which may adversely impact the drag-due-to-lift. The suction system weight adds to the OEW of the configuration and therefore tends to increase the MTOW. Installation of suction ducting in an already fuel volume limited configuration may require thickening of the wing to accommodate the displaced fuel and thereby increase the wave drag-due-to-volume. The power required to drive the suction compressors may be extracted from the main engines, but at an expense of a TSFC penalty. In addition, the compatibility of any LFC scheme with the high lift flap system of the configuration must also be evaluated. Thus, the issues to be addressed in a successful application of laminar flow control to supersonic transport configurations relate not only to achievement of high transition Reynolds Numbers on the configuration surface, but also to how a typical turbulent SST configuration would have to be modified, both aerodynamically and structurally, as well as considerations of the attendant penalties.

1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The present study was an initial attempt at addressing many of these issues with the following specific objectives:

1. Utilize existing analytical tools and transition criteria to predict the extent of laminar flow on supersonic transport configurations with and without laminar flow control.

2. Identify the necessary modifications to an existing SST configuration to achieve significant laminarization on the wing surface and assess the impact of these modifications on viscous and other drag components.

3. Evaluate structural and systems concepts required for the modification of the existing baseline SST configuration to achieve significant laminarization.

4. Assess the overall performance benefits of applying laminar flow control to the baseline turbulent SST configuration.

5. Identify future research requirements, including wind tunnel and flight tests, for improvements in existing transition prediction and
wing design capability, validation of laminarization concepts, evaluation of the impact of laminar flow design on the overall aerodynamic performance and the enhancement of the net benefits of LFC implementation.

1.2 STUDY APPROACH

To meet the above objectives, the study was organized into the following four tasks.

1. Supersonic Transition Prediction and Laminarization Schemes

In this task, existing stability theory calculations as well as wind tunnel and flight experiments on supersonic transition with and without laminar flow control employing suction and wall cooling were surveyed. The specific SST configuration chosen for the present study was Model 733-633, a double delta wing planform configuration developed at Boeing during the NASA funded SCAR studies of the 1970's [36]. Existing 3D linear and nonlinear inviscid codes at Boeing were utilized to predict the pressure distribution on the baseline SST configuration. The momentum thickness Reynolds number ($Re_{\theta,a,l}$) of the attachment line boundary layer on the highly swept leading edge of the inboard wing was estimated. The attachment line suction requirements to keep $Re_{\theta,a,l}$ value below a currently accepted threshold to ensure its stability against small free stream disturbances were determined. The wing boundary layer developing under the predicted inviscid pressure distribution was calculated using a Boeing 3D boundary layer code and the swept tapered wing (conical flow) approximation. The effects of wall cooling and suction could be modeled in these calculations. The stability of the boundary layer profiles for both Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) and cross flow (CF) modes was then calculated using a Boeing modified version of the Mack Code. The calculations of 3D boundary layers, stability analyses for TS and CF, and the integration of disturbance growth rates were all carried out within a system of programs known as Unified Stability System (USS). Several modifications to parts of this system of programs were required for specific applications to supersonic boundary layers. A transition criterion based on subsonic natural laminar flow flight tests on F-111 [8] and Boeing 757 [10] aircraft was used for prediction of transition in supersonic boundary layers with simultaneous growth of TS and CF modes of instability. Suction requirements for significant laminarization of both subsonic and supersonic leading edge regions were determined. Three different wing laminarization schemes were considered, of which two were selected for detailed design/benefit
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evaluation. Issues of the compatibility of the proposed laminarization schemes with the high lift system of the configuration were addressed.

2. Structural and Systems Concept Development
In this task concepts for structural and systems modifications required to achieve suction laminarization of an all composite baseline turbulent SST configuration were developed. An aerodynamically similar but structurally updated version (Model 1080-834) of Model 733-633 was used as the baseline turbulent configuration. Suction through a perforated titanium skin was assumed in all cases. Possibilities of accommodating required size ducting within the existing structure were explored. Various arrangements for ducting the air to suction compressors were considered with a view to minimizing the fuel volume displacement and weight penalties. Availability of or the feasibility of the development of suction compressors required for the present application was explored with two suppliers. Various means of powering and locating the suction compressors were considered, again with a view to minimizing the TSFC, weight and fuel volume displacement penalties.

3. Design/Benefit Studies
The net viscous drag reduction for the predicted extent of laminar flow for two laminarization schemes was calculated by a strip theory method. The impact on the total drag of the configuration was then calculated. Suction locations and mass flow requirements were specified for systems evaluation. Compressor power requirements were estimated and compression ratios selected after evaluating trades between suction air momentum drag penalty and the TSFC and weight penalties. The impacts of aerodynamic (L/D) improvements as well as weight, TSFC, suction air momentum drag and fuel volume displacement penalties on the overall performance of the sized vehicle were evaluated by means of a Boeing SST performance and sizing program. The net benefits in terms of MTOW, OEW and fuel consumption reduction were estimated for the two laminarization schemes.

4. Future Research Requirements
Several research needs were identified during the course of the present study for improvements in existing transition prediction capability, development of nonlinear supersonic wing design capability, validation of laminarization concepts, assessment of the impact of laminar flow design on the overall aerodynamic performance of the configuration as well as enhancement of the net benefits of LFC implementation. These were organized in three general areas: a) Improved Transition Prediction and Wing Design Capability, b)
Conceptual Design Studies, and c) Wind Tunnel and Flight Experiments.
2.0 SUPERSONIC TRANSITION PREDICTION AND LAMINARIZATION SCHEMES

2.1 TRANSITION PROCESS

The problem of predicting transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer on the surface of a body immersed in a fluid stream is a complex one. It is now widely accepted that transition is a result of the instability of the laminar boundary layer. Disturbances present in the external stream or emanating from the body surface are amplified in the laminar boundary layer due to the hydrodynamic instability, leading to increasing amplitudes of fluctuations and an eventual breakdown of the orderly laminar flow into a chaotic turbulent motion. If the initial disturbance levels are large enough, the transition to turbulence can be spontaneous rather than gradual as described above. For situations where the initial disturbance levels are small enough, so that transition occurs as a result of the amplification of disturbances within the boundary layer, the process may be depicted by three stages as shown in Figure 2.1-1.

The first stage in an orderly transition process involves receptivity. In this stage external disturbances are "internalized" into the boundary layer. Not all disturbances (as characterized by their rms level and spectral content) are equally well received by the laminar boundary layer at a given stage in its growth. Some disturbances are internalized more efficiently than others. This stage of the transition process is not well understood and research into receptivity mechanisms is currently in progress [2,3].

The external disturbances, once internalized in the boundary layer are either amplified or suppressed depending upon their characteristics (frequency, wave length, wave angle). There can be rare situations where all disturbances, regardless of their character are suppressed. Eventually, however, as the laminar boundary layer grows, a so-called neutral stability point is reached, beyond which at least some of the internalized disturbances begin to amplify. This is the second stage of the transition process - the linear disturbance growth stage.

In the linear disturbance growth stage, the internalized disturbances, although continually growing in amplitude, remain small (less than 0.5 percent) compared to the mean flow. The growth (and decay) of such small disturbances in the laminar boundary layer can be analyzed by linear methods and an elegant mathematical structure of linear stability theory has been developed over the past several decades following the original work of Tollmien and Schlichting [4]. The aim of the linear stability theory is to predict the growth of the amplitude ratio ($A/A_0$, where $A_0 =$ initial amplitude at neutral point) in an evolving laminar boundary layer. The amplitude ratio is conventionally represented as
Figure 2.1-1 Transition Process

Figure 2.2-1 Transition Data Band (F111/B757 Data)
\[ \frac{A}{A_0} = \exp(N) \]

where, the exponent N, also known as the N-factor, is a measure of the linear disturbance growth.

Beyond the linear disturbance growth stage, the disturbance amplitudes in the boundary layer may no longer be regarded as small and the approximations of linear stability theory are no longer valid. Nonlinear interactions between the large amplitude disturbances and mean flow cause a rapid increase in disturbance growth, leading to a breakdown of laminar motion into turbulent "spots". Both skin friction and heat transfer coefficients at the body surface begin to rise rapidly and transition is said to have occurred. This final stage of the transition process - the nonlinear growth stage - is relatively short in its spatial extent in comparison with the linear disturbance growth stage.

### 2.2 TRANSITION PREDICTION

A relatively simplistic approach has been used with reasonable success to model this complex three stage transition process and to predict the transition location [5]. In this so-called \(e^N\) approach, the initial (receptivity) and final (nonlinear growth) stages of the transition process are completely disregarded. The amplitude ratio \((A/A_0)\) is calculated on the basis of linear stability theory and transition is predicted at the point where an empirical value of the amplitude ratio is attained. The amplitude ratio value is conventionally expressed in terms of the N-factor such that \(N = \ln \left( \frac{A}{A_0} \right)\). The empirical N-factor value at transition is determined from a correlation of linear stability theory calculations with available experimental data.

Much of the discussion up to this point relates to transition in a 2D boundary layer wherein the instability is of the viscous type, also known as the Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) type. In 3D boundary layers two additional types of instability are of concern: The cross flow (CF) instability and Taylor-Gortler (TG) type of instability. The CF type of instability arises in a 3D boundary layer where there exists, within the boundary layer, a significant velocity component (cross flow) normal to the local external (inviscid) flow velocity vector. The profile of cross flow velocity component contains a point of inflection since, by definition, the crossflow velocity component is zero at the wall as well as at the edge of the boundary layer. For this reason, the cross flow (CF) instability is of the inflectional type. This type of situation arises in the boundary layer on a swept wing when a streamwise pressure gradient is present in combination with sweep. The TG type of instability arises in boundary layer flow over a streamwise concave surface.
When more than one type of instability is present in a 3D boundary layer, the interaction between them becomes a significant factor in predicting the transition location. The CF type instability results in a set of stationary or travelling co-rotating, streamwise vortices in the boundary layer with a spacing which is predictable by linear stability theory. The TG instability, on the other hand, results in pairs of stationary, counter-rotating streamwise vortices in the boundary layer. Both CF and TG types of instability distort the mean boundary layer profile and thereby have a destabilizing influence on the TS waves as well. When CF and TG vortices are present simultaneously and the cross flow strength exceeds a certain threshold value, the TG vortices get progressively weaker and disappear [6]. The CF instability then becomes the dominant mechanism for transition.

For most wing boundary layer analyses, streamwise concavities are not encountered until the aft portion of the lower surface, at which point transition will probably already have occurred due to mechanisms other than the TG instability. Therefore, for most transition studies, the interaction between the TS and CF types of instability is of interest. A theoretical treatment of the influence of CF on TS waves was presented by Reed [7], where it was concluded that CF vortices would strongly enhance the growth of TS waves. This means that in the presence of CF vortices, the threshold TS N-factor (as calculated by linear theory not accounting for CF-TS interaction) at transition would be significantly reduced. To determine the impact of this interaction, two series of in-flight transition tests using the F-111 [8] and F-14 [9] variable sweep aircraft have been conducted by NASA. Wing pressure distributions and transition locations were carefully measured in flight as a function of the sweep angle. The N-factors at transition for TS and stationery CF instabilities are calculated from the experimental Cp distributions, sweep angles and wing geometry after an approximate 3D boundary layer analysis. Based on the analysis of F-111 transition data at Boeing, a transition data "band" was constructed on an NTS versus (stationery) NCF plot similar to the one shown in Figure 2.2-1. Such a transition criterion was used for natural laminar flow (NLF) glove design on a Boeing 757 aircraft [10]. Based on the transition data from the B-757 NLF tests, a revised transition data band (Fig. 2.2-1) was derived and is currently being used for a hybrid laminar flow glove design [11] on the same aircraft. This approach has also been used in the present study for transition prediction.

It is possible that in the Boeing-757 NLF tests from which the transition data band of Fig. 2.2-1 was derived, stabilizing influence of convex curvature effects in the wing leading edge region may have resulted in delay of transition to relatively high values of NCF for stationery waves. Inclusion of curvature effects in the calculations of Collier et-al [47] showed a stabilizing influence of convex surface curvature on crossflow waves.
A different approach for arriving at a transition criterion has been used for 3D boundary layers by Bushnell and Malik [12]. In the latter approach, no distinction is made between TS and CF wave growths. Instead, the disturbance growth rate at each point on the wing is computed and maximized over a range of wave angles and wave lengths for several frequencies for the 3D boundary layer profile. These maximum growth rates calculated at various stations are then integrated for each frequency to yield the N-factor as a function of distance along the wing chord. Transition is said to occur when the N-factor reaches a value of 10 for any frequency value.

2.3 SUPersonic Boundary Layer Transition

Although a great deal of theoretical and experimental work has been reported on supersonic boundary layer transition, almost all of it is concerned with the TS instability in 2D boundary layers. There are very few investigations, theoretical or experimental, of transition in supersonic 3D boundary layers having CF or TG types of instability in addition to the TS type.

The most striking feature of the TS instability in supersonic boundary layers is the presence of the so-called higher modes of instability, discovered by Mack [13]. These higher modes of instability, however, do not become significant until the free-stream Mach number exceeds about 3.5.

The most amplified first mode TS disturbances even in a 2D boundary layer become oblique to the flow direction as the Mach number increases above 0.8. At Mach number of 3, the most amplified first mode TS disturbance is inclined as much as 65 degrees to the flow direction in a 2D boundary layer. The first mode TS spatial amplification rate shows a dramatic reduction with increasing Mach number as shown in Figure 2.3-1, reprinted from [14]. Notice that the spatial amplification rate of first mode TS instability decreases from its incompressible \( (M_{\infty} = 0) \) value of \( 6.6 \times 10^{-3} \) to \( 3.9 \times 10^{-3} \) at \( M_{\infty} = 1 \) and then down to \( 2.0 \times 10^{-3} \) at \( M_{\infty} = 2.4 \). The wave orientation angle for maximum amplification is indicated on the first mode curve and is seen to increase up to \( M_{\infty} = 3 \). The emergence and rapid increase in the amplification rate of the second mode TS instability beyond \( M = 3.5 \) may also be seen in this figure.

Another important effect in supersonic boundary layers is the effect of wall cooling on first mode TS amplification rates and transition location. Viscous dissipation, fluid thermal diffusivity and transformation of kinetic energy into internal energy lead to a non uniform temperature distribution in a high speed boundary layer. For insulated wall condition, the maximum temperature occurs at the wall and this maximum temperature is termed
Figure 2.3-1 Effect of Mach Number on Maximum Spatial Amplification Rate at $R_e X = 2.25 \times 10^6$. Adiabatic Flat Plate Mack [14]

Figure 2.3-2 Effect of Cooling on Maximum Spatial Amplification Rate at $M = 3$, $\psi = 55^\circ$ and Three Reynolds Numbers. Mack [14]
the adiabatic wall (or recovery) temperature. For air, the adiabatic wall temperature is somewhat lower than the total temperature of the freestream. If the wall temperature is maintained below the adiabatic wall temperature by application of cooling, the maximum spatial amplification rate of first mode TS instability is dramatically reduced below its insulated wall value as shown in Figure 2.3-2. Here Mack's [14] calculated results at $M_\infty = 3$ and for three flat plate Reynolds Numbers are shown. The maximum spatial amplification rate decreases by a factor of 3 to 4 as the $T_w/T_{aw}$ ratio is reduced from 1.0 to 0.7. While wall cooling has a stabilizing influence on the first mode TS disturbances, the effect on the second mode TS is destabilizing [14,15]. Thus, wall cooling would not be effective in delaying transition for Mach numbers beyond 3.5.

2.4 SUPersonic WIND TUNNEL AND FLIGHT NLF EXPERIMENTS

Several wind tunnel and flight tests have been conducted to validate the wall cooling effectiveness in delaying transition for Mach numbers below 3.5. Van Driest, et. al.’s [16,17] wind tunnel results on increase in transition Reynolds Numbers in supersonic boundary layer on a 10 degree cone due to wall cooling are shown in Figure 2.4-1. Notice that the transition Reynolds number increases by a factor of 3 at $M = 2.7$ as the $T_w/T_{aw}$ ratio is lowered from 1.0 to 0.67. In flight experiments on cones mounted on rockets, Rumsey [18] measured transition Reynolds Number of $33 \times 10^6$ at $M = 3.15$ and $T_w/T_{aw} = 0.6$. In earlier flight tests with a cooled cone mounted on a V2 rocket, Sternberg [19] measured transition Reynolds numbers as high as $90 \times 10^6$ at $M = 2.7$. Some of the flight transition data from Rumsey [18] experiments are compared with wind tunnel data correlation of Beckwith [20] in Figure 2.4-2. Notice that the wind tunnel transition Reynolds Numbers are an order of magnitude or more lower than flight data, particularly in the range of Mach numbers between 2 and 4.

The inability to achieve high transition Reynolds Numbers in supersonic wind tunnel experiments has been blamed on the “noise” in supersonic wind tunnels [21,22]. This noise originates in the turbulent boundary layers on the nozzle and test section walls and irradiates the laminar boundary layer on the test article with an intensity sufficient to cause an early transition. In the "quiet" mode of operation, the nozzle and test section wall boundary layers of a supersonic wind tunnel are laminar. In the JPL 20” supersonic tunnel, Kendall observed no transition on a flat plate of a length Reynolds Number $3.3 \times 10^6$ at $M = 4.5$ in the quiet mode of operation [15]. The same tunnel at the same Mach number, but with turbulent side wall boundary layers yielded only $Re_{tr} = 1 \times 10^6$ [23]. Thus a vast body of transition data obtained in supersonic wind tunnels is suspect [15,24]. The only supersonic wind tunnel transition data which would possibly yield results comparable to
Figure 2.4-1  Measured Increase of Cone Transition Reynolds Number with Cooling at $M = 2.7$ in Two Different Wind Tunnels. Mack [14]

Figure 2.4-2  Comparison of Wind Tunnel and Flight Transition Data on Cones. Beckwith [20]
(low freestream turbulence) flight data are the ones obtained in a "quiet" tunnel. At the present time, there is only one such facility: the small scale quiet supersonic pilot tunnel at NASA LaRC [25,26].

Since most of the supersonic transition data in flight have been obtained on cones [18,19,27], there is a need to correlate transition results with flat plate results. Previous tests [31] in "noisy" wind tunnels showed that higher (by a factor of 2 to 3) transition Reynolds Numbers were achievable on cones as compared with a flat plate. Stability theory calculations indicated opposite results. Recent transition tests [26] at $M = 3.5$ in the NASA LaRC quiet tunnel appear to have resolved this contradiction. Transition tests on a flat plate and a cone in this tunnel have shown that higher transition Reynolds Numbers are indeed achievable on a flat plate. Under "quiet" conditions in the tunnel, a cone-to-flat plate transition Reynolds number ratio of 0.8 was obtained. Stability theory calculations [26] using the COSAL code [28] indicated this ratio to be 0.65 at $M = 3.5$.

A careful series of supersonic transition flight tests on a 10 degree cone was conducted at NASA Dryden Flight Research facility [27]. The instrumented cone was mounted on the nose of an F-15 aircraft. Transition data were obtained up to a freestream Mach number of 2.0. Although the cone did not have active wall cooling, effect of wall temperature on transition was also investigated during transient heating of the cone at supersonic speeds. Figure 2.4-3 shows transition Reynolds Numbers as a function of the boundary layer edge Mach number at different unit Reynolds Number values for adiabatic wall condition. A threefold increase in the transition Reynolds Number is seen as the Mach number increases from 0.4 to 1.8. The very significant influence of wall temperature on transition location may be seen in Figure 2.4-4. For small departures from adiabatic wall temperature, the transition Reynolds Number is seen to vary as $(T_w/T_{aw})^{-7}$. A comparison of the stability theory predictions of the present study with these transition data will be shown later in Section 2.7.7.

Very few flight tests on supersonic transition in the presence of both TS and CF types of instability have been conducted despite the fact that an early investigation [29] of natural laminar flow on an F-104 fighter wing showed very promising results. Transition measurements were conducted on the wing having a modified biconvex airfoil section with a 3.4 percent thickness-to-chord ratio and a leading edge sweepback angle of 27 degrees. The Mach number range explored was 1.2 to 2.0 at altitudes ranging from 35,000 to 56,000 ft, and unit Reynolds Numbers in the 2 to 4 million per foot range. The modified biconvex section of the wing would result in a streamwise pressure gradient, which, combined with leading edge sweep would generate a boundary layer cross flow component. A laminar run, in the combined presence of TS and CF types of instability, up to a transition Reynolds number of 8 million was observed corresponding to a 35 percent chordwise location of the transition point. A trend of increasing transition
Figure 2.4-3  Cone Transition Reynolds Number as a Function of Mach Number
Fisher and Daugherty [27]

Figure 2.4-4  Variation in Cone Transition Reynolds Number with Wall Temperature and Comparison with Theoretical and Wind Tunnel Results
Fisher and Daugherty [27]
Reynolds Number with increasing Mach number was observed. Since no airfoil geometry or pressure distribution data were reported, no correlations with stability theory predictions have been performed.

Supersonic transition flight tests were conducted more recently by NASA LaRC and Dryden Flight Research Facility on F-106 and F-15 aircraft [30]. In both cases, transition occurred very close to the attachment line on the wing at flight Mach numbers greater than 1.2. This was believed to have been caused by the initial contamination of the attachment line boundary layer on the rounded leading edge, or strong cross flow development due to high sweep angle (45 and 60 degrees).

2.5 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL LFC EXPERIMENTS

No supersonic flight tests of suction laminarization have been conducted to date. A series of suction laminarization tests was conducted in the AEDC supersonic wind tunnel A in the early 1960's [32,33,34]. Despite the tunnel noise problem discussed earlier, these tests were highly successful in obtaining laminarization up to high Reynolds numbers on flat plate and axisymmetric bodies as well as on unswept to highly swept wing geometries. Given adequate suction, laminarization was maintained even across impinging shocks [32].

On a flat plate suction surface [32], laminarization was achieved up to a Reynolds number of 25.7 million at a suction level of $C_q = 0.0002$ in the Mach number range of 2.5 to 3.5. In a subsequent suction experiment [32] on an axisymmetric body with a cylindrical aft portion, laminarization was maintained up to $Re_x$ of 51 million at $M = 3$, again with a suction level of $C_q = 0.0002$. In both the above cases, the maximum achievable laminarization length was limited by the length of the model, i.e., if the model length had been longer, laminar run would have been maintained over even larger Reynolds numbers. For maintaining laminarization across impinging shocks, a local suction level of $C_q = 0.012$ was necessary in the impingement region. Slot suction was used in all cases.

Results of suction laminarization tests on a 50 degree swept, tapered wing at Mach numbers from 2.5 to 4.0 were reported in [33]. The wing had a biconvex streamwise section with a thickness to chord ratio of 2.5 percent. Note that this type of airfoil geometry leads to a linearly decreasing pressure from leading to trailing edge. This pressure gradient, combined with the sweep and taper effects gives rise to CF type instability in addition to the TS type. Full chord laminarization was achieved with slot suction up to $M = 3.5$ and $Re_x = 19.5 \times 10^{-6}$. The suction distribution was quite uniform in the chordwise direction and an average value of $C_q = 0.0002$ to 0.0004 was employed depending upon the angle of attack.
Goldsmith [34] conducted suction laminarization tests on a 72 degree
infinite swept wing at \( M = 2 \) and 2.25. The wing had a rounded, subsonic
leading edge and an airfoil section normal to the leading edge which
remained subcritical up to freestream Mach number of 2.0. Suction was
applied through a series of slots which were cut parallel to the isobars and
very closely spaced near the leading edge. The tests were conducted in
Tullahoma AEDC Tunnel A. Full chord laminarization was achieved up to
chord Reynolds number of 9 million and at Mach numbers of 2.0 and 2.25.

2.6 SUMMARY OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE OF SUPersonic
TRANSITION

Summarizing what is known about supersonic transition, increasing Mach
number has a stabilizing influence on the first mode TS instability and wall
cooling further enhances this stability. Beyond Mach 3.5 second mode TS
instability becomes important and wall cooling has a destabilizing influence
on this mode. The majority of the transition data obtained in supersonic
wind tunnels are affected by the tunnel wall boundary layer noise and are
therefore unreliable. Supersonic flight transition experiments on cones
under adiabatic and cooled wall conditions have achieved high transition
Reynolds numbers consistent with stability theory predictions. Supersonic
natural laminar flow (NLF) flight tests on the sharp, supersonic leading edge
wing of an F-104 fighter showed some very promising results. In recent
supersonic NLF flight tests on F-15 and F-106 aircraft, transition was
observed very close to the leading edge because of either attachment line
contamination or strong crossflow development at the highly swept rounded
leading edge. Supersonic LFC tests conducted in the early sixties in
Tullahoma Tunnel A showed excellent prospects for suction laminarization
of moderate to high sweep supersonic wings despite the tunnel noise
problem and even through impinging shocks.

Very few stability theory calculations of TS and CF instability growths on
complex supersonic configurations have been conducted to date. No reliable
supersonic flight test data are available with complete documentation of
configuration geometry, pressure distributions and measured transition
locations to correlate with stability theory calculations and to formulate
supersonic transition criteria in the presence of both TS and CF types of
instability. Consequently, achievable transition Reynolds numbers on
complex SST configurations, either by natural laminar flow or by suction
laminarization, were unknown at the time of initiation of the present study.
Furthermore, the location and amount of suction required to achieve a
desired extent of laminar run based on some adopted transition criterion
derived from available transonic flight test data, were also unknown.
2.7 TRANSITION PREDICTION ON A COMPLEX SST CONFIGURATION

Task 1, Supersonic Transition Prediction and Laminarization Schemes, of the present study was a first attempt at determining the existence and extent of laminar flow on a supersonic transport configuration and at determining the aerodynamic modifications and suction requirements to extend the laminar run to high transition Reynolds numbers on the configuration surface.

2.7.1 Baseline SST Configuration

The SST configuration chosen for the aerodynamics part of the present study was Model 733-633, a Mach 2.4 cruise double delta wing planform configuration developed at Boeing during the NASA funded SCAR studies of the 1970's [36]. Figure 2.7.1-1 shows an artist's concept of this SST configuration. The configuration has a large, highly swept inboard strake to accommodate the landing gear and to provide adequate fuel volume capacity. The sweep angle in the strake region is 75 degrees which gives the inboard wing a subsonic leading edge (i.e. Mach number normal to the leading edge is subsonic). The outboard wing has a sharp supersonic leading edge with a sweep angle of 47 degrees. The outboard wing section is wedge-slab-wedge shaped as shown in Figure 2.7.1-2, while the inboard wing has a modified NACA Series 65A section. The fuselage cross-sectional area distribution is selected on the basis of the supersonic area rule to minimize the wave drag due-to-volume, while satisfying minimum area requirements at several specified axial locations. In the mid-chord region, the wing root airfoil section has a thickness comparable to the local fuselage dimension. Therefore a blending of the wing and the fuselage is employed in this region. The blended design helps reduce the zero lift wave drag as well as the viscous drag, because the configuration wetted area is reduced.

The wing camber and twist were designed by use of a linearized lifting surface supersonic design and analysis code [35], accounting for wing/body interference as well as the favorable wing/nacelle interference effects. The engine nacelles are located far aft on the wing lower surface to exploit this favorable interference.

The configuration has an empennage with horizontal and vertical surfaces to meet the stability and control requirements at both cruise and low speed flight conditions. The wing has leading edge high lift devices on both inboard and outboard portions of the wing. The inboard wing leading edge has variable camber flaps while the outboard wing has drooping sharp edge vortex flaps. The wing also has trailing edge flaps with the hinge line at 80 percent chord and spoilers on the upper surface with the hinge line at 70 percent chord.
2.7.2 Aerodynamic Analysis Approach

The steps involved in the aerodynamic analysis leading up to a prediction of transition location on the configuration surface are outlined in Figure 2.7.2-1.

The first step is to compile a precise definition of the configuration geometry. This means that a specification of cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates at a sufficient number of points on the configuration surface is needed so that the coordinates of any other points on the surface can be derived with sufficient accuracy by three dimensional curve-fitting procedures.

The second step is the solution of the inviscid flow field over the configuration surface by use of linear or nonlinear 3D inviscid flow codes. A solution for the pressure (Cp) distribution as well as inviscid surface velocity vectors is obtained as a boundary condition for the 3D boundary layer code.

Next, the 3D boundary layer evolving under the influence of the inviscid flow field on the configuration surface is calculated. Of particular interest are the characteristics of the "attachment line" boundary layer. The attachment line is the surface streamline of the inviscid flow field which separates the flows passing over the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. The boundary layer profiles of two velocity components as well as of temperature and density are obtained at points on the wing surface downstream of the attachment line. For higher accuracy, the viscous/inviscid interaction of the boundary layer and the inviscid flow field should be accounted for by use of the displacement surface concept and cycling of the viscous and inviscid solutions. In the present study this cycling was not carried out, and the boundary layer profiles at various streamwise locations were calculated under the swept, tapered wing (conical flow) approximation.

The stability of the attachment line boundary layer is judged from the momentum thickness Reynolds number (Reθ) criterion as discussed in Ref. [49]. The latter parameter is dependent on the local radius of curvature, the sweep angle and the gradient of chordwise inviscid velocity component.

A linear stability analysis is then carried out on the computed boundary layer profiles under the assumption of local parallel flow. TS and CF spatial growth rates as well as the group velocity direction are determined for each profile. The term group velocity direction refers to the direction of propagation of the wave packet containing many different amplitudes, wave lengths, frequencies and wave directions characteristic of the disturbance at the analysis station. In most cases, the group velocity direction of a 3D boundary layer profile is close to the local edge velocity direction.
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Figure 2.7.2-1 Steps Involved in Aerodynamic Analysis for Transition Prediction
The TS and CF N-factors are then computed by integration of TS and CF spatial growth rates along the group velocity direction. This process yields pairs of values of TS and CF N-factors at various points on the configuration surface.

In the present study for a prediction of transition based on these TS and CF N-factor pairs, a criterion showing a transition line on an NTS versus NCF plot is needed. Such a criterion derived from the NLF tests on F-111 and B-757 aircraft wings [6,8] is shown in Figure 2.2-1. Due to the scatter in the transition data, a "band" separating laminar and turbulent regions is shown rather than a single line.

At the inception of the present study, it was intended to calculate a full 3D laminar boundary layer on the wing surfaces and perform a general stability analysis on the computed profiles as described above. However, due to difficulties in calculating a general 3D boundary layer on the wing (as will be discussed in Section 2.7.4) a simpler quasi-3D boundary layer solution was obtained under the tapered, swept wing approximation. The stability analyses were performed on these approximate 3D boundary layer solutions.

2.7.3 Configuration Geometry Definition

The geometry definition of the 733-633 configuration analyzed in the present study was available separately for wing and body in different forms. The wing definition was available from [36] in the form of an output from the camber design and optimization module of the linearized supersonic flow code A389 [35]. The wing geometry definition is included in Appendix I of this report. The definition consists of a) the planform shape, b) camber distribution and c) thickness distribution.

The planform definition consists of the semispan fraction \((2y/b)\) and corresponding values of the leading edge Z coordinate with respect to the wing reference plane, the leading edge x-coordinate and the chord length.

The wing camber distribution as designed and optimized by the A389 program [33] is tabulated next for various semispan locations and 14 chord fraction values for each semispan station.

Finally, the wing thickness distribution \((t/2c)\) is tabulated in a similar fashion for various semispan stations and 20 different chordwise locations. Note that the chordwise (percent chord) stations where the camber shape is prescribed are different from those where the thickness distribution is prescribed. The percent semispan stations are identical for camber and thickness prescriptions.
A computer program was written to combine these planform, camber and thickness definitions and prepare geometry information in the form of upper and lower surface wing coordinates at various streamwise (rib) cuts.

The body definition was not available in digitized form. This information had to be extracted from the drawings of a wind tunnel model which was built in 1978. Body cross-sections at various streamwise stations were digitized by use of an x-y digitizer. For the (wing/body) blended part of the configuration the wing/body junction was specified at 0.075 semispan to enable separate geometric definitions of wing and body in this region. Body cross-sections at several streamwise stations are shown in Figure 2.7.3-1.

The digital information on wing and body definitions was combined by use of a Boeing geometry software package known as Aero Grid and Paneling System (AGPS) [50]. AGPS contains 3D curve fitting and smoothing routines and prepares configuration geometry in a form acceptable for CFD analysis codes. It also combines the geometry definitions of wing and body to define the wing/body junction.

The original wing definition did not contain sufficient number of points near the leading edge to define the airfoil nose region accurately. Also the nose radius distribution in the original geometry was as shown in Figure 2.7.3-2, i.e., the nose radius dropped to zero (sharp leading edge) at 42.5 percent semispan. On the other hand, the leading edge sweep angle \( \Lambda \) becomes the same as the Mach angle \( \mu \) at 32.5 percent semispan station. Thus in the region between 32.5 and 42.5 percent semispan the leading edge is inclined with respect to the freestream at an angle less than the Mach angle, i.e., it becomes a supersonic leading edge. However, it is still rounded in this region. The first attempt at an inviscid supersonic solution for this configuration was planned to be with an application of a panel method code. It was anticipated that a combination of a rounded nose together with supersonic leading edge in the region of 32.5 to 42.5 percent semispan as discussed above would have resulted in superinclined panels, unacceptable for the panel code. To alleviate this problem, the configuration geometry was revised with a new leading edge radius distribution such that the nose radius dropped to zero at 32.5 percent semispan. In the inboard part of the strake region the radius was prescribed to be constant at 2 inches as shown in Figure 2.7.3-2.

Nacelles and empennage were not included in the geometry definition of the present study because their influence on the wing pressure field was expected to be in regions beyond where wing laminarization was being considered. A photograph of the AGPS definition of the 733-633 wing/body configuration is shown in Figure 2.7.3-3.
2.7.4 Inviscid Flow Field Analysis

Two linear (lifting surface and panel) methods and one nonlinear (Euler) method were employed for the inviscid flow field solution on the configuration wing surface. The pressure (Cp) distributions on the wing surface as predicted by the three methods showed good agreement in some regions while exhibiting significant differences in others.

The first method employed the linearized lifting surface supersonic flow code (A389) as described in [35]. In this method, the wing/body interference effects are only approximately modeled and body cross-sections are assumed to be circular. The wing pressure field is split into a thickness part and a camber part and added linearly. Considerable smoothing is applied to the resulting pressure distributions. The results of this method will be discussed along with those of the panel code described next.

Panel codes remove some of the approximations inherent in the lifting surface approach. The boundary conditions are applied at the actual configuration surface rather than at a mean surface. The fuselage is accurately modeled and wing/body interference is more accurately accounted for. The Boeing panel code (A502) is a version of the PANAIR [35] code developed for NASA. It employs a "higher order" panel method with a quadratic distribution of doublets on each panel.

The AGPS software package described earlier is capable of decomposing the surface of the configuration geometry into user specified groups (networks) of discrete panels with coordinates describing each panel. Figure 2.7.4-1 shows the wing/body paneling of the 733-633 configuration. A dense distribution of panels was used near the leading edge to resolve the steep velocity and pressure gradients in this region. The total number of panels on the half configuration was in excess of 3600. The panel code was run with both velocity impermeability (KT = 11) and mass flux impermeability (KT = 1) boundary conditions as discussed in [35]. The two types of boundary conditions did yield somewhat different Cp distributions as will be discussed later when the two panel code solutions are compared with the Euler code results.

A comparison of CL versus \( \alpha \) predictions of A502 panel code (KT = 11) with the linear lifting surface code A389 [35] are shown in Figure 2.7.4-2. The two predictions are close to the wind tunnel results.

A comparison of wing upper surface Cp distribution as predicted by A502 panel code (KT = 11) and A389 code is shown in Figure 2.7.4-3 for \( \alpha = 6 \) degrees. There is a similarity of gross features in the two predictions. However, detailed distributions are significantly different as shown in Figures 2.7.4-4(a) through 2.7.4-4(g). The panel code Cp predictions display
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Figure 2.7.4-4  Comparison of $C_p$'s Predicted by A502 and A389 W/B, $M=2.4$, $\alpha=6^\circ$
considerable roughness compared to the A389 predictions. This may be partly due to the fact that considerable smoothing to calculated Cp distributions is applied internally in the A389 code. If this roughness in the A502 predicted Cp's were smoothed, the resulting Cp's would be quite comparable to A389's over most of the wing semispan. In the region close to the wing/body junction (e.g. ETA = 0.1) the two solutions differ significantly due to the approximations inherent in A389 for treatment of the body.

Considerable effort was devoted to smoothing the geometry definition of the original configuration and revising the panel scheme. This did not improve the roughness of the predicted Cp distributions, however, as shown in Figures 2.7.4-5 (a) through 2.7.4-5 (d).

It was intended to couple the output, in terms of surface velocity components, of the inviscid flow code with a 3D boundary layer code [38]. An interface program to transfer the necessary data from the inviscid code to the boundary layer code was written. However, the quality of the surface velocity component data from the A502 panel code was rather poor and proved unacceptable for the boundary layer code.

The Cp prediction of the A389 code was considerably smoother. However, this code does not compute surface velocity components and therefore it was unsuitable for coupling with the 3D boundary layer code [38] used.

At this point, it was decided to employ a 3D Euler code for inviscid flow field prediction. The Boeing Euler code was developed by Dr. N.J. Yu and was based on Jameson's FL057 [39]. Figure 2.7.4-6 shows the surface fitted grid used for the Euler solution. A dense grid was used near the wing leading edge. However, as will be seen from the solution, the grid was not dense enough in this region.

Figure 2.7.4-7 shows a comparison of the upper surface wing pressure distribution between A502 and Euler code predictions. Again, there is a similarity of gross features. However, a comparison of detailed Cp distributions along streamwise cuts shows significant discrepancies between the two predictions as seen in Figures 2.7.4-8 (a) through 2.7.4-8 (f). Particularly on the inboard wing (strake) upper surface, the Euler solution shows (Figures 2.7.4-8 (a) through 2.7.4-8 (c)) low (suction) pressures persisting up to much greater values of x/c than does the A502 solution. On the lower surface of the outboard wing the Euler solution predicts (Figures 2.7.4-8 (d) through 2.7.4-8 (f)) a relatively slowly decreasing pressure away from the attachment line up to 5 percent x/c, despite the fact that the leading edge in this region is sharp. Also, the value of the attachment line Cp is much lower than what would be expected at the sweep angle (47 degrees) in this region. It is believed that this anomalous behavior is caused by a lack of adequate grid resolution in the sharp leading edge region.
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Figure 2.7.4-7 Comparison of Predicted Cp Distributions - Euler vs A502
This was substantiated in a separate study using a 2D Euler code on a sharp nosed airfoil. It was found that the predicted pressure distribution downstream of the leading edge was strongly dependent on the grid density employed, and as the grid density was increased, the initial pressure variation was confined to smaller distances.

A coupling of the Euler code solution with the A411 3D boundary layer program via the interface program was successfully accomplished. However, an extensive 3D laminar boundary layer solution on the wing surface could not be obtained. This was caused by separation of the predicted laminar boundary layer shortly after the pressure peak on the upper surface at approximately 3 percent chord location (see Figures 2.7.4-8 (a) through 2.7.4-8 (c)). A turbulent solution was achieved, however, as shown in Figure 2.7.4-9 because the turbulent boundary layer was able to withstand the pressure recovery without separation.

At this point it became apparent that the pressure distribution on the baseline configuration would have to be modified if a laminar boundary layer solution for the wing were to be achieved. The adverse pressure gradient following the initial pressure peak on the inboard wing upper surface would have to be substantially milder if a laminar separation were to be avoided. Furthermore, as will be discussed in connection with crossflow instability (Section 2.7.7), a zero pressure gradient is most desirable following the adverse pressure gradient to maintain laminar flow on a swept wing. Finally, to suppress the initial buildup of crossflow instability in the nose region, the velocity gradient leading to the suction peak needs to be even steeper than that predicted for the existing configuration. Thus, a specific type of pressure distribution on the wing surface is needed to achieve an extensive run of laminar flow without using excessive amounts of suction.

Obtaining a specified (desired) pressure distribution on the wing surface requires a 3D design CFD capability which was unavailable during the course of this study. As has been discussed, even the analysis capability revealed significant discrepancies among the predictions of three different inviscid methods. The grid resolution was inadequate particularly near the leading edge of sharp nosed wing sections. The desired wing surface pressure distribution could not directly be input to the A411 [38] 3D boundary layer code because the latter code needed a full specification of the three velocity components at the surface.

In view of the above difficulties, it was decided to pursue a somewhat simplified approach to boundary layer and stability analyses on the configuration surface. In this simplified approach, pressure distributions along the (streamwise) rib cuts of the wing, typical of the inboard and outboard regions were selected from the Euler code predictions. The inboard wing has a subsonic, rounded leading edge which leads to a "peaky" Cp distribution as shown in Figure 2.7.4-8 (b). The outboard wing has a
Figure 2.7.4-10  Comparison of Euler Predicted and Desired Pressure Distributions
supersonic sharp leading edge and it leads to a Cp distribution of the type shown in Figure 2.7.4-8 (d). These pressure distributions typical of the inboard and outboard portions of the wing were then modified as shown in Figures 2.7.4-10 (a) and (b) to yield "desired" pressure distributions expected to yield significant runs of laminarization based on past experience. This required more adjustments to the inboard Cp distribution than to the outboard one. As already mentioned, the predicted outboard Cp distribution is suspected of being affected by a lack of adequate grid resolution near the leading edge. Therefore, the modified Cp distribution in Figure 2.7.4-10 (b) attempted to incorporate a more physically plausible behavior in this region. Some of the earlier calculations of boundary layer stability on the outboard wing employed Cp distributions predicted by linear theory as shown in Figure 2.7.4-4 (d) because the Euler results were not yet available.

Having selected the desired pressure distributions on the inboard and outboard portions of the wing, a quasi-3D boundary layer analysis was carried out using the conical flow approximation as originally proposed by Kaups and Cebeci [40]. The calculated 3D boundary layer profiles were then analyzed for TS and CF types of instability using a Boeing modified version of the Mack code [41]. Both the boundary layer and stability computations were carried out by means of a system of programs known as Unified Stability System (USS) [42] which was developed earlier under a NASA contract.

2.7.5.1 Characteristics of the Attachment Line Boundary Layer

In the flow field of a swept wing, the attachment line is the boundary, located in the leading edge region, which separates the flows passing over the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. The flow direction at the attachment line is entirely spanwise. The chordwise component of the local inviscid flow, although zero at the attachment line, accelerates rapidly with increasing chordwise distance in the leading edge region. An "attachment line boundary layer" is established under the influence of this type of inviscid flow field in the leading edge region. Because of the rapid chordwise acceleration away from the attachment line, the attachment line boundary layer itself attains an asymptotic state within a very short distance along the leading edge.

A simple criterion based on the momentum thickness Reynolds number (Reₐ, a.i,) of this asymptotic layer is currently used to judge the state of the attachment line boundary layer. For Reₐ,a.i. below 100, the attachment line boundary layer is stable against even large disturbances such as those originating in the fuselage turbulent boundary layer at the wing root. For 100 < Reₐ,a.i. < 250, the attachment line boundary layer is stable against small disturbances such as free stream turbulence. However, large
disturbances present at the wing root will propagate along the attachment line. As a result of this spanwise contamination, the entire attachment line boundary layer becomes turbulent. Chordwise propagation of turbulence from a turbulent attachment line makes the entire wing boundary layer (in most cases) turbulent as well. Several techniques which rely on relaminarization of the attachment line boundary layer by use of suction or rapid acceleration near the wing root are available to prevent the spanwise propagation of the wing root disturbances along the attachment line. If implemented, such techniques would allow for maintaining the attachment line boundary layer laminar up to Reₜ,a.l. = 250. For Reₜ,a.l. > 250, the attachment line boundary layer becomes unstable even to small disturbances present in the free stream or originating at the surface. For such large values of Reₜ,a.l., small disturbances are amplified, eventually leading to transition in the attachment line boundary layer. Increasing nose radius, sweep angle and free stream velocity, all tend to increase Reₜ,a.l. and therefore have a destabilizing influence on the attachment line boundary layer.

The threshold value of Reₜ,a.l. = 100 for stability against disturbances (such as those originating at the wing root) appears to be valid for supersonic free-stream [49]. However, the threshold value of Reₜ,a.l. = 250 for stability against amplification of small disturbances is derived from low speed experiments. The influence of such parameters as Mach number, surface cooling and suction on the latter threshold is not known. Based on the knowledge of the behavior of flat plate boundary layer, the latter parameters are most likely to increase the stability of the attachment line boundary layer. Therefore, the criterion of Reₜ,a.l. = 250 for transition is probably quite conservative for supersonic attachment line boundary layers with wall suction and cooling. Further work in this area is needed.

A formula for the calculation of Reₜ,a.l. in adiabatic wall compressible boundary layer is given by Poll [49] as:

\[
Reₜ,a.l. = \left\{ 1 + \frac{r(\frac{\tau}{2})}{\sqrt{\frac{V_x^2}{V_{e(\tau)}}}} \right\}^{\frac{N+1}{2}} \left\{ 0.407 - 0.052 \ln\left( 1 + \frac{(\frac{\tau}{2})}{Reₜ,a.l.} \right) \right\}
\]

The calculated value of the adiabatic wall Reₜ,a.l. for the inboard wing was in excess of 500, which implies that the attachment line boundary layer on the (subsonic) leading edge of the inboard wing would be turbulent at M = 2.4 cruise condition if no boundary layer control were applied.

The influence of wall suction on the attachment line boundary layer was studied by W. Pfenninger [46]. The results of that study were combined with the Reₜ,a.l. calculated under no suction condition to generate Figure 2.7.5.1-1, which shows the effect of wall suction on Reₜ,a.l. Notice that moderate
Figure 2.7.5.1-1  Effect of Suction on Reθ, a.i.

Figure 2.7.5.2-1  Structure of USS Code
amount of leading edge suction ($C_q = 0.002$) brings down $Re_{a,l}$ to values which ensure the stability of the attachment line boundary layer against small disturbances. Of course, this method of stabilizing the attachment line boundary layer must be combined with an appropriate technique to prevent spanwise spreading of wing root disturbances. As will be shown later (see Sec. 2.7.7), this level of suction is also needed in the leading edge region for the control of crossflow instability. On the outboard wing where the leading edge is sharp and of lower sweep, stability of the attachment line boundary layer is not a problem.

It should be noted that at higher wing incidences, the migration of the attachment line away from the leading edge highlights effectively increases the surface radius of curvature at the attachment line location. This would tend to increase the $Re_{a,l}$ value significantly, possibly resulting in transition in the attachment line boundary layer. This area also needs further study.

### 2.7.5.2 Approximate 3D Boundary Layer Analysis

As already mentioned, the A411 [38] program is capable of solving general 3D boundary layers on swept wings. For input, it requires a specification of inviscid velocity vectors at the wing surface. The latter specifications could not be generated for a desired pressure distribution over the entire wing surface. An approximate method was employed in which a specified streamwise pressure distribution along a streamwise cut was used in conjunction with a swept tapered wing assumption [40] to generate the inviscid velocity vectors along the streamwise cut. In the swept tapered wing approximation, the local isobars are assumed to be aligned with the local constant chord fraction lines. The calculation of the inviscid velocity vectors from the specified upper and lower surface $C_p$ distribution under the swept tapered wing approximation was carried out in an input preparation program called BLGL. The latter program also locates the position of the attachment line from the specified $C_p$ distribution and sets up a boundary layer calculation grid starting at the attachment line. The grid density is adapted to the specified pressure distribution, suction distribution, etc. with increased grid density in regions of steep variation in $C_p$, $C_q$, etc. The BLGL program thus prepares a complete input file for the A411 [38] 3D boundary layer program, starting from the specified upper and lower surface streamwise $C_p$ distribution and employing the swept tapered wing approximation.

The A411 [36] program is a finite difference program capable of solving laminar or turbulent boundary layers with surface mass transfer (blowing or suction), heat transfer and compressibility effects. The heat transfer and compressibility effects are accounted for by simultaneous solution of the energy equation together with the momentum equation. A maximum of 100
grid points can be employed across the boundary layer. The boundary layer profiles computed by the A411 program are stored in disk files for later stability analyses.

A separate program (LAMSD) is used to pick out user specified boundary layer profiles from those calculated by the A411 program. Various characteristics of each selected profile, such as the Falkner-Skan Beta parameter, the crossflow Reynolds Number, shape factors, etc., which are necessary for the subsequent stability analyses are computed within LAMSD and the profiles are stored in a form suitable for stability analysis programs.

The three programs discussed above: BLGL, A411 and LAMSD are the first three of a system of seven programs known as the Unified Stability System (USS) which was developed recently at Boeing under NASA funding [42]. The structure of the USS system is shown in Figure 2.7.5.2-1.

2.7.6 Stability Analysis

The stability of the computed boundary layer profiles was analyzed by use of a 3D, compressible stability analysis code originally developed by L. Mack [41]. The Mack code iteratively solves for temporal or spatial stability of a 3D boundary layer profile using numerical integration from outer flow to the wall. The compressible 3D boundary layer stability equations are a system of eighth order ordinary differential equations with four unknowns characterizing the linear disturbance. These four unknowns are: wave length (λ), frequency (ω), wave angle (ψ) and spatial growth rate (dN/dS). The determination of these four unknowns by solution of the eighth order system of ordinary differential equations is an eigenvalue problem, since solution is obtained only for certain combination of the unknowns.

In the solution procedure employed within the Boeing version of Mack code, somewhat different approaches are used for wave angles below about 70 degrees and those between 72 and 91 degrees. For wave angles below 70 degrees, a program called MKMOD3 is used while for wave angles between 71 and 91 degrees a program called MKMOD5 is used. In MKMOD3, the eigenvalues representing the spatial growth rate (dN/dS) and wave length (λ) are determined iteratively for a selected pair of wave angle (ψ) and frequency (ω) values. In MKMOD5, the eigenvalues representing the spatial growth rate and frequency are determined iteratively for a selected pair of wave angle and wave length (or wave number) values. Both stability codes are part of the USS system of codes as shown in Figure 2.7.5.2-1.

The reason for calculating the boundary layer stability separately in two different wave angle ranges is the philosophy employed at Boeing for transition prediction. In this philosophy, the zero frequency (stationary) crossflow disturbance growth which occurs at wave angles close to 90
degrees is considered to be the measure of crossflow instability. An accurate determination of the zero frequency crossflow disturbance growth requires the calculation of growth rates at several closely spaced wave angles close to 90 degrees. This is what is done in program MKMOD5 of the USS system. Program MKMOD3 attempts to determine the wave angle corresponding to the maximum growth rate of TS disturbances by performing the growth rate calculations over a range of wave angles. The integrated values of TS and CF growth rates thus determined are employed in the transition criterion used at Boeing.

It may be recalled (see Section 2.3) that the most amplified TS disturbance even in a 2D supersonic boundary layer is oblique to the flow direction, i.e., the wave angle of the most amplified disturbance is greater than zero. At M = 2 to 3, this wave angle for maximum disturbance amplification is as large as 60 to 65 degrees. This is still true of the 3D supersonic boundary layers except that at such large wave angles, the 3D boundary layer velocity profile may suffer from inflectional instability in addition to the viscous one. Thus, the "TS" disturbance growth rates calculated by MKMOD3 code in the present study for 3D boundary layers at wave angles of 60 to 65 degrees could actually be some combination of the viscous TS and inflectional traveling wave crossflow instabilities. The calculated "TS" growth rates in the present study for 3D supersonic boundary layers are significantly larger than what would be expected from 2D considerations possibly due to the presence of inflectional instability. This point will be further elaborated in Section 2.7.7.

Once the "TS" and CF disturbance growth rates are calculated in the MKMOD3 and MKMOD5 codes, the N-factors for TS and CF instabilities are next calculated in the programs INTTS2 and INTCF2 of the USS system (see Figure 2.7.5.2-1) by integration of the spatial growth rate results. The N-factor for TS growth is calculated at a fixed value of the wave angle (which is chosen to yield maximum growth rates) for a number of frequencies. For each frequency, the $N_{TS}$ initially grows and then decays as the boundary layer thickness increases. High frequencies amplify and decay in the early part of the boundary layer, while low frequencies amplify and decay after the boundary layer has experienced some growth. The envelope of the N-factor growth for all the characteristic frequencies of the boundary layer at a fixed wave angle is then used in the transition criterion.

Similarly, for the determination of the crossflow N-factors, the envelope of individual N-factor growth curves for various spanwise wave numbers at zero frequency is constructed. The envelope value of the crossflow N-factor is then used in the transition criterion.
2.7.7 Stability Results

To establish the validity of the present stability analysis method (Mack code) it was desirable to compare the present N-factor growth prediction for a well documented flow with experimental transition measurements. Due to the scarcity of well documented 3D boundary layer transition data (see Section 2.4), such a comparison could only be made for the simple cases of measured transition on a cone or a flat plate. Since in the latter cases, transition occurs due to the TS (viscous) instability, and shows extreme sensitivity to freestream noise environment, only flight data are considered meaningful for a comparison with theoretical predictions. It is difficult to perform a flight transition experiment on a flat plate and no such data were found in the literature. Most flight transition experiments are performed on a cone. Well documented supersonic transition results from flight tests of a 10 degree cone mounted on the nose of an F-15 aircraft are available [25]. Unfortunately, tools to analyze the stability of the supersonic boundary layer on cones were unavailable at Boeing during the present contract. Therefore, calculated results for flat plate supersonic boundary layer stability were converted to equivalent cone results using a correlation derived from Chen et. al. [24] and compared with transition data of [25].

Figure 2.7.7-1 shows results of the Mack code predictions for \(N_{TS}\) growth in an adiabatic wall flat plate boundary layer as a function of the \(x\)-Reynolds number for several freestream Mach numbers. For each Mach number, the \(N_{TS}\) factor is calculated by integrating the maximum growth rate disturbance which corresponds to the wave angle indicated in the figure. Thus the wave angle of the disturbance which has the maximum growth rate shifts from 0 degrees at \(M = 0.8\) to 65 degrees at \(M = 2.4\). Notice that with increasing Mach number in this range, the growth of \(N_{TS}\) with \(x\)-Reynolds number for this adiabatic flat plate boundary layer is considerably retarded. For example, the \(N_{TS}\) value of 10 is reached at \(Re_x = 5.6 \times 10^6\) at \(M = 0.8\) while at \(M = 2.4\) the same \(N_{TS}\) value is reached at \(Re_x = 19.2 \times 10^6\), i.e., a factor of approximately 3.5 increase in \(Re_x\) to attain \(N_{TS} = 10\).

The same results are cross-plotted in Figure 2.7.7-2 where the \(x\)-Reynolds number needed to reach various values of \(N_{TS}\) is plotted as a function of the Mach number. The results of this flat plate calculation for \(N_{TS} = 10\) are then converted to equivalent cone Reynolds number using the cone to flat plate transition Reynolds number ratio of 0.65 and compared with the F-15 cone flight transition data [25] as shown in Figure 2.7.7-3. This ratio was determined from the results of Chen et. al. [24] at \(M = 3.5\) and reasonably verified in quiet tunnel tests. The \(e^{10}\) prediction shows a trend of increasing cone transition Reynolds number with Mach number, although the slope of the prediction curve is somewhat greater than that indicated by the flight data. This may be caused by a constant correction factor of 0.65 being applied at all Mach numbers to convert the flat plate prediction to
Figure 2.7.7.2
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Figure 2.7.7.1
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Figure 2.7.7-3 Comparison of Mack Code Prediction with NASA-Dryden Flight Transition Data on Cones
cone prediction. Considering the scatter in the data, the prediction still appears reasonable.

Next, we will study the nature of TS and CF instability growths on a swept wing with a hypothetical linearly decreasing Cp distribution as shown in Figure 2.7.7-4(a). The wing is assumed to be an infinite swept wing with a 47 degree sweep angle. The results of TS and CF instability growths are shown in Figure 2.7.7-4(b) and (c). The NTS is determined by integration of growth rates of various frequency disturbances at a fixed wave angle of 65°. This is the wave angle value for which maximum TS amplification is attained in a 2D flat plate boundary layer having the same free stream Mach number of 2.4. As discussed earlier (Section 2.7.6), a behavior of initially increasing and then decreasing NTS values for each frequency is noticeable. The NTS values indicated by the envelop of all frequencies would be used for transition prediction.

The N-factor for crossflow is plotted individually for various spanwise wave numbers at zero frequency (stationary waves). The behavior for all fixed wave number disturbances is similar: initial growth of NCF followed by a decay as the boundary layer grows. The NCF values indicated by the envelop of all wave number curves would be used for transition prediction.

We will next examine and compare the growth of what has been termed the "TS" N-factor in 3D and 2D boundary layers. For this purpose, the same pressure distribution as shown in Figure 2.7.7-4(a) is assumed and the "NTS" growth calculations are made for Λ = 47° and 0°. The results are shown in NTS envelops of Figure 2.7.7-5. All NTS envelops were determined by integration of the TS spatial growth rates at a fixed wave angle of 65 degrees. It may be seen that for the same streamwise pressure distribution, the calculated NTS growth for Λ = 47° is far more rapid than the Λ = 0° case. In fact, while the NTS for the Λ = 47° case continues to grow along the chord, that for the Λ = 0° case reaches a peak of NTS = 7.5 at approximately 22 percent chord and then decreases. The NTS trend for the Λ = 0° case reflects what would intuitively be expected for a favorable pressure gradient boundary layer. The results for Λ = 47° case are, on the other hand, counter-intuitive. Not only does the NTS continue to grow chordwise, it grows at a faster rate than even the flat plate boundary layer. This behavior of the calculated NTS for the Λ = 47° case could possibly arise from the contribution of inflectional instability in a 3D boundary layer. In the present study, the calculated NTS values, which could have been affected by the inflectional instability in addition to the viscous one, are nevertheless used together with the stationary crossflow (NCF) values for transition prediction.

It is also evident from this example that a streamwise pressure gradient (even a favorable one) on a swept wing is undesirable from the point of view of achieving laminar flow. Not only a crossflow instability is generated, the TS growth is also accelerated.
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Next, we turn to some of the stability results which were obtained early in the study to assess the effects of suction and cooling on the outboard (supersonic leading edge) part of the wing. The Euler solution was not available at the time for the inviscid flow field, therefore, the pressure distribution as predicted by the A389 linearized lifting surface [33] program was used (see Figure 2.7.7-6). The swept, tapered wing approximation [40] was employed for 3D boundary layer calculation. The effect of wall suction and cooling on the $N_{TS}$ growth are shown in Figure 2.7.7-7(a) thru (c). In all three plots, curve 1 represents the baseline case of no suction and adiabatic wall. In case 2, Figure (a), suction is applied between 0 and 10 percent $x/c$ at a level of $C_q = 0.0002$. This level of suction is seen to completely damp the growth of TS instability. Following the termination of suction at $x/c = 0.1$, $N_{TS}$ begins to grow in a manner similar to case 1. In case 3, Figure 2.7.7-7(a), a mild level of suction of $C_q = 0.00005$ is applied and it is seen to be quite effective in damping the TS growth. The total amount of suction used in case 3 up to $x/c = 0.4$ is the same as that used in case 2, however, the mild suction applied over a longer distance is seen to be more effective. This may be due to more suction being applied between $x/c$ of 0 and 10 percent in case 2 than is necessary to completely damp $N_{TS}$.

The effectiveness of wall cooling in damping $N_{TS}$ is seen in Figure 2.7.7-7(b). Cooling effectively reduces the wall temperature below the level of adiabatic wall temperature which is approximately 310°F at $M = 2.4$. It should be noted that some amount of cooling is naturally present on the SST skin. This is due to: (1) the radiation to surroundings and (2) internal conduction to the structure and fuel. A simple surface heat balance was carried out to estimate the skin temperature for laminar or turbulent flow in the boundary layer. The results of this analysis indicated that for laminar boundary layer on the external surface, a skin temperature of about 150°F may be expected, using the skin conductance value employed in fuel heating analyses. This level of skin temperature is seen to cut the $N_{TS}$ growth by almost half. Maintaining the skin temperature at even lower level of 60°F is seen to reduce the $N_{TS}$ growth by a factor of about 4 compared to the adiabatic wall case.

Finally, effects of both suction and cooling are shown in Figure 2.7.7-7(c). Notice that with skin temperature maintained at 150°F, suction applied at even $C_q = 0.0001$ level ($x/c$ of 0 to 10 percent) damps out the $N_{TS}$ growth. Thus both mild suction and cooling are very effective in damping the TS instability.

The effect of suction and cooling on the stationary crossflow waves is not so dramatic as will be discussed next with reference to Figure 2.7.7-8(a) thru (c). As before, case 1 represents the baseline case with no suction or cooling and it is the response of the stationary crossflow instability to the
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Figure 2.7.7-8 Effect of Suction and Cooling of NCF Growth
streamwise pressure distribution as shown in Figure 2.7.7-6 on the sharp, 47 degrees leading edge sweep wing. The combination of a mild streamwise pressure gradient and a moderate sweep leads to a gradually developing stationary crossflow instability as shown.

Suction applied at a level of $C_q = 0.0002$ between $x/c$ of 0 and 0.1 does damp the small initial $N_{CF}$ growth as shown in case 2, Figure 2.7.7-8(a). However, following the termination of suction, the crossflow builds up rapidly, and the attainment of a given $N_{CF}$ value is only delayed by 5 percent or so in $x/c$. Application of mild suction at the level of $C_q = 0.00005$ over full chord also has only a weak influence on $N_{CF}$ growth when compared to its influence on $N_{TS}$ growth as seen earlier. Cooling of the surface, even down to 60°F has only a small influence on $N_{CF}$ growth as seen in Figure 2.7.7-8(c).

It may therefore be concluded that while mild suction and cooling are quite effective in damping the $N_{TS}$ growth, they have only a weak influence on the growth of stationary crossflow ($N_{CF}$) instability. The inherently enhanced stability of the TS disturbances in a supersonic boundary layer, together with the strongly damping influences of mild suction and cooling on their stability means that the control of stationary crossflow ($N_{CF}$) instability by pressure gradient and strong suction will be the key to the achievement of high transition Reynolds numbers on the SST configuration.

Next, we will discuss the results of stability analyses based on pressure distributions which were modified forms of the Euler solutions. These modifications were discussed in Section 2.2.4 and presented in Figures 2.7.4-10(a) and (b). For the outboard supersonic leading edge wing, a steep variation in the pressure from the attachment line value to the levels shown for upper and lower surfaces in Figure 2.7.4-10(b) was assumed. The attachment line $C_p$ value was calculated as the stagnation pressure recovered from the component of the freestream normal to the leading edge and after passage through a detached normal shock. The region of steep variation in $C_p$ was assumed to extend over 2 nose radii as shown in Figure 2.7.7-9. The nose radius itself was assumed to be 0.02 percent chord (approximately 1/8 inch).

The TS and CF N-factor growths for the outboard wing were first determined without the application of suction. The basic $C_p$ distribution at $\eta = 0.5$ for the upper surface is replotted in Figure 2.7.7-10. The chord Reynolds number at this span station is $1.04 \times 10^8$ and the leading edge sweep is 47 degrees. The crossflow instability growth rate at a point on the wing is closely related to the value of the crossflow Reynolds number ($R_{XFLO}$) of the boundary layer profile at that point. Therefore, it is instructive to observe the behavior of $R_{XFLO}$. Figure 2.7.7-11 shows the crossflow
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Figure 2.7.7-11  Cross Flow Reynolds Number Build Up for Upper Surface Outboard Wing - No Suction
Reynolds number versus x/c obtained from the 3D boundary layer solution. The initial steep acceleration in the leading edge region causes a build up of crossflow. However, since the boundary layer at this point is so thin and the distances involved are so small, RXFLO does not reach very high values. There is in fact a reduction of the initial crossflow buildup, and in the zero pressure gradient region up to x/c = 0.1, the crossflow Reynolds Number stays at stable values less than about 50. The region of favorable pressure gradient starting at x/c = 0.1 causes RXFLO to increase again, with some reduction when this pressure gradient is relieved. However, in the zero pressure gradient region between x/c of 0.4 and 0.6, RXFLO stays at high values that were achieved during the preceding region of pressure gradient. The effectiveness of any suction scheme in suppressing crossflow instability may be judged from an examination of the behavior of the crossflow Reynolds number.

There is a further increase in RXFLO beyond x/c = 0.6 due to the second pressure gradient region on the wing. However, this region is not of interest because it was intended to achieve laminarization only up to x/c = 0.6.

The growths of NTS and NCF for the outboard wing without suction are shown in Figures 2.7.7-12(a) and (b), respectively. Notice that the favorable streamwise pressure gradient coupled with 47° sweep causes an accelerated growth of NTS (calculated at a fixed wave angle of 65°) between x/c of 0.1 and 0.4. This is possibly caused by the contribution from inflectional instability as noted earlier. The NCF does not start building up until about x/c = 0.15. Beyond that it grows rapidly as the crossflow Reynolds number builds up to high values as already discussed.

Knowing NTS and NCF at various x/c values on the wing, one can plot the trajectory of NTS versus NCF at various x/c values as shown in Figure 2.7.7-13. As the trajectory crosses over into the band, transition becomes imminent. For the no suction case just discussed, this would occur shortly after x/c = 0.2.

To extend the laminar run beyond x/c of 20 percent, suction control would be needed. To minimize the penalties associated with suction, it is desirable to use as little of it as possible and only in discrete regions. After some experimentation, a suction scheme was determined which would control the NTS and NCF growth enough to satisfy the transition criterion shown in Figure 2.7.7-13. As shown in Figure 2.7.7-14, this scheme employed two suction regions of 10 percent chord length each: one between 10 and 20 percent chord and the other between 20 and 40 percent chord. A suction level of Cq = 0.0002 was employed in each region.
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We will now examine how this suction scheme modified the crossflow Reynolds number and the growths of $N_{TS}$ and $N_{CF}$. Figure 2.7.7-15 shows a comparison of RXFLO with and without suction. Note that suction reduces the peak value of RXFLO at $x/c = 0.3$ by about a factor of $1/2$. The second suction region (between 30 to 40 percent chord) also helps reduce the crossflow Reynolds number to values less than half the baseline values.

The effect of suction on $N_{TS}$ is shown in Figure 2.7.7-16(a). The application of suction in the first region (10 to 20 percent chord) arrests the accelerated growth of $N_{TS}$ as compared to no suction case. Suction reduces the $N_{TS}$ values and drops the envelop value of $N_{TS}$ to zero by about $x/c = 0.15$, while the suction continues to $x/c = 0.2$. This seems to indicate that even a lesser suction level than the one employed ($C_q = 0.0002$) would have been effective in controlling the $N_{TS}$ in this region. However, the suction level employed ($C_q = 0.0002$) was found necessary for control of stationary crossflow instability. Following the termination of suction at $x/c = 0.2$, the $N_{TS}$ values grow again, only to be damped completely by the second suction region between 30 and 40 percent chord. Following the termination of the second suction region, $N_{TS}$ values begin to grow as shown.

The growth behavior of $N_{CF}$ with this suction scheme is shown in Figure 2.7.7-16(b). The impact of the two region suction is to retard the growth of $N_{CF}$ somewhat as may be seen from a comparison with the baseline no suction case.

The envelop values of $N_{TS}$ and $N_{CF}$ are plotted in Figure 2.7.7-17. It may be seen that the two region suction scheme employed manages to keep the trajectory of $N_{TS}$ versus $N_{CF}$ below the lower boundary of the transition band up to about 55 percent chord. The 60 percent chord point is near the center of the band. Therefore, if this transition criterion is valid, laminarization up to approximately 60 percent chord would be achievable by use of the proposed suction scheme.

The crossflow N-factor reaches fairly high values (10 to 14) in the laminarization scheme just described. At $N_{CF}$ values greater than 10, the validity of the transition data band is suspect. In the F-111/B757 NLF test during which these transition data were generated, these high values of $N_{CF}$ were reached in the rounded nose region of the wing where the possibly stabilizing effect of convex surface curvature are present. Therefore, laminar flow may have been maintained in those tests despite the high $N_{CF}$ values because of the possibly stabilizing influence of the convex surface curvature.

An alternative $C_p$ distribution and suction scheme may be employed on the outboard wing surface for a better control of the crossflow instability and consequently, reduced values of $N_{CF}$. In such a scheme, the gradual
Figure 2.7.7-16  NTS and NCF Growth on Outboard Wing Upper Surface With and Without Suction
Figure 2.7.7-18 Modified Upper Surface Pressure and Suction Distribution

Figure 2.7.7-19 Comparison of Crossflow Reynolds Number With and Without Suction. Alternate Cp Distribution Outboard Wing Upper Surface
transition from the wedge section of the airfoil to the slab section (see Figure 2.7.7-10) would be made more abruptly, so that a steep Cp variation as shown in Figure 2.7.7-18 is achieved. Such a steep Cp variation is achievable in supersonic flow because of Prandtl-Meyer expansion at the shoulder. In the boundary layer and stability calculations, the steep Cp variation was confined to a region 1 percent in x/c, located between 29 and 30 percent chord. The suction scheme is also shown in Figure 2.7.7-18. In the first region between 10 and 20 percent x/c, suction is applied at a level of Cq = 0.0001. In the second region a stronger suction at the level of Cq = 0.002 is applied between x/c of 29 and 30 percent, i.e., in the same region where the steep variation in Cp occurs. Following this region of strong suction, weaker suction is applied at the level of Cq = 0.0001 between 30 and 40 percent chord. The total suction requirement for this scheme is the same as that for the scheme shown in Figure 2.7.7-14.

The effect of this suction scheme on the crossflow Reynolds number development may be seen in Figure 2.7.7-19. The peak RXFLO value is reduced by a factor of 3 while the residual level in the 40 to 60 percent x/c region is reduced by a factor of 4 or 5.

Stability calculations were run only for the case with suction. The NTS and NCF growths are shown in Figures 2.7.7-20(a) and (b). The effect of the first suction region is to arrest the growth of NTS and indeed reduce NTS to zero at the end of the first suction region (i.e., at x/c = 0.2). This suction also thins the boundary layer somewhat, which helps reduce crossflow buildup further downstream in the region of steep Cp variation. Following the termination of suction at x/c = 0.2, NTS begins building up and leads to eventual transition beyond x/c = 0.6.

The crossflow N-factor (NCF) does not begin to increase until x/c = 0.3 as seen in Figure 2.7.7-20(b) because there is no pressure gradient up to this point. Beyond the region of strong suction, however, it begins to grow, presumably at a rate slower than what it would have been without suction. This may be seen from a comparison of crossflow Reynolds Number growths with and without suction in Figure 2.7.7-19.

The trajectory of NTS versus NCF for this alternate scheme for the outboard wing is shown in Figure 2.7.7-21. In this case, both NTS and NCF stay well below the lower boundary of the transition band. Also the NCF values stay well below 10.

Next, we consider the suction requirements for laminarization of the inboard wing. Here the Cp distribution is as shown in Figure 2.7.4-10(a). The upper surface Cp distribution is replotted in Figure 2.7.7-22. In this case the velocity component normal to the leading edge is subsonic and the section has a large nose radius compared to the outboard wing.
Figure 2.7.7-20  NTS and NCF Growth on Outboard Wing Upper Surface. Alternate Pressure and Suction Distributions
Figure 2.7.7-21 Trajectory of NTS vs NCF for Outboard Wing Upper Surface. Alternate Cp and Suction Distributions
Figure 2.7.7-22  Inboard Wing Upper Surface Pressure and Suction Distributions

Figure 2.7.7-23  Cross Flow Reynolds Number Buildup for Inboard Wing Upper Surface With and Without Suction
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The suction peak on the upper surface occurs at x/c of 1.5 percent. Also, the chord length for the inboard wing section is twice that for the outboard wing section considered. Thus the leading edge pressure gradient is steep, but significantly less steep than what is experienced at the sharp leading edge on the outboard wing. The boundary layer in the rounded leading edge region of the inboard wing gets significantly thicker than that on the sharp leading edge of the outboard wing. Consequently, large values of crossflow Reynolds numbers and crossflow N-factors are reached in the leading edge region of the inboard wing. Unlike the sharp leading edge outboard wing, strong suction is needed in the leading edge region of the inboard wing to control the crossflow instability. Suction at the level of Cq = 0.002 was applied in the region of steep variation in Cp in the vicinity of the attachment line followed by a region of mild suction at Cq = 0.0001 up to 10 percent chord as shown in Figure 2.7.7-22. The chord Reynolds number at this span station (n = 0.2) is approximately 200 million and the leading edge sweep angle is 75 degrees. Note that strong suction is also needed in the vicinity of the attachment line to damp the TS instability of the attachment line boundary layer.

The crossflow Reynolds number development for this type of Cp distribution with and without suction is shown in Figure 2.7.7-23. Without suction, RXFLO reaches a peak value of more than 3500 but decreases significantly to about 2000 because of the small pressure recovery built into the desired Cp distribution following the suction peak (see Figure 2.7.7-22). This technique for reducing the crossflow Reynolds number was originally proposed by Dr. W. Pfenninger [43]. In the zero pressure gradient region between x/c of 10 and 35 percent, the crossflow Reynolds number stays at relatively high values of about 2000. The application of suction according to the scheme shown in Figure 2.7.7-22 dramatically reduces the peak in RXFLO to a value around 1000 and then a combination of the weak suction and a small adverse pressure gradient reduces RXFLO to values around 50 where crossflow instability is not a problem.

The growth of NCF with and without suction is shown in Figure 2.7.7-24(a). Without suction, the rapid development of RXFLO causes NCF to buildup to rather high values in a short distance. With suction, this growth is curtailed and after reaching a peak value, the crossflow N-factor NCF actually decreases to zero. Thus a boundary layer free of stationary crossflow instability is established beyond x/c of about 0.15.

The NTS results were obtained only for the case with suction and are shown in Figure 2.7.7-24(b). The presence of suction up to 10 percent chord damps the TS waves in the boundary layer. Following the termination of suction at x = 0.1, NTS begins to grow much in the same manner as for a flat plate boundary layer.
Figure 2.7.7-24  NTS and NCF Growths for Inboard Wing Upper Surface
The trajectory of $N_{TS}$ versus $N_{CF}$ for the inboard wing with suction is shown in Figure 2.7.7-25. Notice in this case, that transition is eventually caused by the TS growth at about 30 percent chord. Additional weak suction would damp this TS growth and extend the laminar run. However, for the SST configuration under study, the region beyond about 30 percent chord on the inboard wing contains the landing gear bay on the lower surface with surface mismatch problems, where a laminar run would not be feasible. Also, the $C_p$ distribution on the upper surface begins to deviate from the constant value at approximately 35 percent chord and would lead to additional crossflow instability without strong suction.

Due to schedule constraints, detailed stability calculations for the lower surface of the wing could not be carried out. In view of the similarity of the desired upper and lower surface $C_p$ distributions as shown in Fig. 2.7.4-10, a suction scheme identical to the one employed on the upper surface was assumed. The extent of laminarization on the lower surface was assumed to be the same as that on the upper surface with this suction scheme.

### 2.8 LAMINARIZATION SCHEMES

Three possible wing laminarization schemes were considered as shown in Figure 2.8-1. In all three schemes, the suction regions and laminarized regions for the wing lower surface were assumed to be identical to those on the upper surface.

In Scheme 0, laminarization of both inboard and outboard wing areas was achieved up to approximately 30 percent chord by use of suction in the areas indicated. The estimates of achievable laminarization extent were based on the stability theory considerations of Section 2.7.7. The level of suction needed in the areas indicated was as shown in Figures 2.7.7-14 and 2.7.7-22. It was found that while the suction mass flow rate required for the inboard wing was nearly twice that required for the outboard wing (in Scheme 0), the area laminarized on the inboard wing was only 75 percent of the area laminarized for the outboard wing. This inferior benefit/penalty ratio for the inboard wing results from two effects:

1. A strong suction level ($C_q = 0.002$) is needed near the rounded leading edge of the inboard wing for the suppression of the attachment line and crossflow instabilities. This is not a problem for the sharp leading edge outboard wing, where a significant run of natural laminar flow starting at the leading edge (attachment line) is achieved.
LAMINAR FLOW WITH SUCTION  
NATURAL LAMINAR FLOW

M = 2.4

SCHEME 0

SCHEME 1

SCHEME 2

- LOWER SURFACE ASSUMED TO BE IDENTICAL TO THE UPPER SURFACE IN ALL SCHEMES.

Figure 2.8-1  Laminarization Schemes
2. Because of the high leading edge sweep angle (75°), approximately half of the inboard wing area is contaminated by the turbulent wedge which exists at the wing/fuselage junction. Much larger quantities of suction would be required to eliminate the turbulent wedge by relaminarization of the turbulent boundary layer on the fuselage and the junction region.

In light of the above considerations, it appeared more "cost effective" to extend the laminar run on the outboard wing up to 60 percent chord by the addition of a second suction region between 30 and 40 percent chord, while not attempting to laminarize the inboard wing at all as shown in Scheme 1 of Figure 2.8-1. The total suction requirement of Scheme 1 was 25 percent less than that of Scheme 0, while the laminarized area was 15 percent greater. No laminarization was attempted beyond 60 percent chord in Scheme 1 because of the presence of spoilers, trailing edge flaps, etc., in the aft portion of the wing upper surface and engine installation on the lower surface.

In Scheme 2, laminarization of the inboard wing was added to that of Scheme 1. Scheme 2 thus represented about the maximum wing area that could be laminarized for the modified pressure distribution (see Figures 2.7.4-10(a) and (b)) and reasonable suction rates, and in light of practical considerations.

In the present study, net benefits of LFC implementation were evaluated for Schemes 1 and 2 only. Scheme 0 was not evaluated any further.

2.9 INTEGRATION OF LFC WITH HIGH LIFT SYSTEM

One of the most challenging tasks in the application of laminar flow control to supersonic transport configurations will be its integration with the leading edge high lift devices. High lift requirements on the baseline airplane dictate the use of a variable geometry (droop nose) on both the inboard and outboard parts of the wing. This poses two difficulties in achieving cruise laminarization:

1. Suction surfaces may occupy some of the areas of the moveable flaps, thereby requiring accommodation of the collector ducts within the flaps and flexible connections to the ducts in the fixed part of the structure. This is difficult to accomplish in the very thin leading edge on the outboard part of the wing.

2. Very close manufacturing tolerances are required to avoid tripping of the laminar boundary layer by steps caused by surface mismatch between fixed and moveable parts of a flexible structure.
For the outboard wing a design concept was proposed for the integration of the high lift system with the laminar flow suction system, which offers potential solutions to these difficulties. In this concept, no suction is applied on the surfaces of the outboard wing flaps having a sharp leading edge. However, the flap was shortened from the existing 6 feet (approx.) streamwise width across the entire span to approximately 10 percent of the local streamwise chord. Previous stability calculations indicated that it would be possible to maintain natural laminar flow over this streamwise distance without suction. In the cruise configuration, suction is applied immediately downstream of the retracted flap which should improve the step height tolerance of the laminar boundary layer at the flap/fixed structure joint. In the high lift configuration, the sharp leading edge flap segment is drooped in the same manner as the original configuration. However, instead of seeking vortex control on the leading edge flap as in the original configuration, a fully attached flow on the flap upper surface and over the flap hingeline will be maintained by use of suction. This boundary layer control (BLC) technique should allow the use of shorter flap widths employed in this design concept and perhaps even improve the high lift L/D performance.

For the inboard part of the wing, two favorable factors exist, which may eliminate the need for a variable geometry (droop) leading edge. First, the leading edge is rounded which allows for maintaining attached flow at high angles of incidence if adequate suction is applied at the surface and second, ample suction power is already available in the leading edge region for suppression of attachment line and crossflow instabilities for cruise laminarization. The elimination of the variable geometry at the inboard wing leading edge also eliminates surface mismatch problems.

The suction requirements for BLC in terms of mass flow rates and compressor power could not be established within the resource allocation of the current contract. The high lift suction requirements and compatibility with cruise LFC suction requirements should be explored in future studies.
3.0 STRUCTURAL AND SYSTEMS CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

3.1 SCOPE

The aerodynamic analysis of Chapter 2 established the suction regions and mass flow rate requirements to achieve partial laminarization of the inboard and outboard portions of the wing. The objective of Task 2 of the study (see Section 1.2) was to develop structural and systems concepts to achieve the desired level of suction in the specified regions and to accommodate the various components of the suction system on the SST configuration with minimal penalties. The penalties associated with the suction system installation are: system weight, fuel volume displacement and power required to drive the suction compressors. Various methods of locating and powering the suction compressors were considered with a view to minimizing these penalties. Structural concepts for possible use of the LFC suction system for low speed boundary layer control (BLC) were developed for high lift system integration.

The configuration chosen for the structural and systems concept development studies was again model 733-633 [36], i.e. the same as that used for the aerodynamic analyses. The benefits and penalties associated with the implementation of the two laminarization schemes considered in Sec. 2.8 were evaluated for this configuration. The results were later scaled on the basis of the wing reference area for the updated turbulent baseline configuration, Model 1080-834 [44]. The reasons for this approach were:

i) The geometry definition and structural and systems arrangements of Model 733-633 were reasonably well documented and available at the beginning of the present study.

ii) The updated, all composite, turbulent version, Model 1080-834 was not available at the beginning of the present study, but later become available.

3.2 REQUIREMENTS

3.2.1 Definition of Laminarized Regions

Figure 3.2.1-1 defines the LFC suction regions with reference to the Boeing Model 733-633 supersonic transport (SST) configuration. The 733-633 cruise speed is Mach 2.4, cruise altitude range 60,000 to 64,000 ft and maximum taxi weight 750,000 lbs. Fuel tanks of 8,000 cu.ft. capacity are in the wings. Propulsion is provided by 4 wing mounted turbojet engines. Wing planform is double delta, consisting of outboard supersonic leading edge wings and of inboard subsonic leading edge wings or strakes.
Figure 3.2.1-1 Suction Regions
In one phase of the study (laminarization Scheme 1) only the outboard, regions of the wings were to be laminarized. In the following phase of the study (laminarization Scheme 2) laminarization of the combined inboard and outboard regions of the wings was evaluated.

### 3.2.2 Performance Requirements

Air mass flow, pressure coefficient (Cp), air plenum pressure, compressor inlet pressure and temperature were specified for the purpose of benefit evaluation studies based on Mach 2.4 at a 60,000 ft minimum cruise altitude. The requirements for laminarizing the outboard wing regions are in the upper section of Table 3.2.2-1, the inboard wing regions in the middle section and the combination of inboard/outboard wing regions are in the lowest section.

**TABLE 3.2.2-1 - SUCTION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Wing Location</th>
<th>Flow Lb/sec</th>
<th>Cp PSF</th>
<th>Plenum Pressure PSF</th>
<th>Compr. In Pressure PSF</th>
<th>Temp. Deg. F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>Outboard, upper</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Outboard, lower</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>Outboard, lower</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>Inboard,upper</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S</td>
<td>Inboard</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S</td>
<td>Inboard,lower</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>Inboard</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S+1A</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S+4A</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Outboard</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Outboard</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The compressor outlet pressure at cruise conditions was not specified but was selected as 275 PSF in a trade study, that is described in Section 4.5.2 of this report.

### 3.2.3 Installation Requirements

Equipment must be as tightly packaged as possible on supersonic transports to minimize wave drag. Thinness of the wings is the main challenge to the installation of a laminar flow control system. Wing thickness to chord ratio decreases from 4.1 percent inboard to 2.0 percent outboard. See Figure 3.2.3-1.
Figure 3.2.3-1 Spar Depth Vs. Spanwise Location - Model 733-633 Wing
3.2.4 Integration of Laminar Flow Control with High Lift Devices

The aerodynamic concept proposed in this study for integration of the laminar flow control system with the high lift system was described in section 2.9 of this report. However the systems concept and suction requirements for only cruise LFC were developed in the present study. The corresponding requirements for the boundary layer control (BLC) high lift system concept were not developed in the present study. Therefore, the compatibility of the two suction system requirements could not be established in the present study. System requirements for the high lift BLC concept and its compatibility with the cruise LFC suction system should be evaluated in a future study.

The BLC/high lift concept requires replacing the moveable leading edge vortex lift augmentation surfaces (slats) at the inboard wing leading edge with fixed structure. It appears possible to remove the slats, because the suction system used in a boundary control (BLC) mode could provide acceptable L/D takeoff performance for noise attenuation. The reliability requirements for takeoff would then have to be consistent with high lift devices. This issue requires further aerodynamic research. Redundant air compressors may be required for flight safety during the use of the suction system for boundary layer control near the ground.

3.3 STRUCTURAL CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3.3-1 illustrates the structural concept of the laminar flow wing.

3.3.1 Perforated Skins

The skins, throughout the seven suction regions, though perforated, perform the normal structural functions of wing skin; namely to carry in-plane spanwise & chordwise direct loads and shear loads in conjunction with skin stiffening elements.

The skin is 6AL-4V titanium material. Perforation is accomplished by either the electron beam or the laser beam process.

The function of fuel containment normally performed by the wing skins is accomplished in the suction regions by the stiffening elements and the ducting.
3.3.2 Structural Arrangement

Corrugated titanium skin stiffening elements are situated to provide air movement along primary load paths: spanwise in the wing box and chordwise in the leading edge. The corrugations bonded to the skins also serve to stiffen the upper and lower skins in compression and shear.

a) Regions 1A and 4A. Suction air is carried by semicircular lobes attached to the corrugated skin stiffeners, Figure 3.3.2-1. The lobes are constructed of graphite composite with walls sized to carry external fuel pressure. The lobe diameter is the minimum practical at the outboard end and is gradually increased inboard to accommodate the increased air flow required.

In this portion of the wing box the allowable compression and shear stresses are estimated to be lower than that aft of this region which is constructed of honeycomb sandwich. Therefore a greater than normal share of wing bending & torsion may be carried by the honeycomb sandwich portion of the wing box.

b) Regions 1 & 4. Regions 1 & 4 extend from the leading edge flap hinge line aft to the 20 percent wing chord line, Figure 3.3.2-2. Suction air is carried by corrugated skin stiffeners, plenums, feeder ducts and main ducts. One plenum approximately 66 inches long and its feeder duct supplies the main duct between each pair of ribs. Again the main duct is tapered to provide for increasing air volume inboard.

The fuel boundary is at the spar approximately 69 inches aft of the flap hinge line at the spanwise location of section E-E, Figure 3.3.2-2.

c) Leading Edge Flap Hinge. Figure 3.3.2-3 illustrates the concept for suction at the leading edge in the vicinity of the flap hinge. A thin titanium perforated blade seal attached to the flap provides suction on the exposed upper surface during flap extension through the Region 1 upper surface ducting system. The blade seal is flexible to assure a positive seal against the upper surface of the fixed leading edge during flap extension.

d) Regions 1S, 2S, & 3S. Figure 3.3.2-4 show regions 1S, 2S, & 3S extending to 9% chord line on the upper surface and 10% chord lines on the lower surface.
Figure 3.3.2-1  Concept for Structural Integration of Suction Ducting

Figure 3.3.2-2  Structural Concept for Outboard Wing Region Aft of the Hingeline
Figure 3.3.2-3  Detail of Suction Region At of Leading Edge Flap Hingeline

Figure 3.3.2-4  Inboard Wing Suction Regions and Duct Accommodation
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The structural concept and arrangement of these regions is similar to that of Regions 1 & 4 except there are two upper surface regions which call for another set of plenums, feeder ducts & main duct. The diameters of the main ducts must be held to smaller sizes in order to accommodate them at the aft end where the airfoil is comparatively thin.

e) Duct Routing. Figure 3.3-1 illustrates a feasible routing of ducts from the suction regions to the compressors in the inboard wing. Alternate approaches must be examined to assure minimum duct weight and minimum fuel displacement.

3.4 SYSTEMS CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

3.4.1 Suction System Arrangement

Two alternate suction system arrangements were considered:

a) local installation of air compressor/motor units
b) central air compressor plant installations

Local compressor units, complete with electric motors, were attractive because of the relatively small volume of fuel displaced by exhaust air ducts compared to the low pressure suction ducts. The wing thickness however was found to be inadequate for the compressor/drive units near the thin outboard wing leading edges.

The trailing edge of the inboard wings just aft of the rear spar was investigated as a location for a central compressor plant installations. The depth aft of the rear spar of the wing and inboard of the engines was too thin for the required large air compressors, and adequate space was not available for equipment installation. Adequate space could not be found in the narrow body either. Displacing fuel from the fuel tanks could not be avoided.

Accessibility from the ground up was required for maintainability. Three alternate compressor plant locations meeting this requirement were evaluated on the basis of equipment weight and fuel displacement:

a) Electric driven compressors next to the wheel wells Figure 3.4.1-1
b) Mechanical driven compressors ahead of the rear spar outboard of the inboard engine, Figure 3.4.1-2
c) Mechanical driven compressors ahead of the rear spar inboard of the inboard engine, Figure 3.4.1-3
Figure 3.4.1-1 Outboard Wing HLFC (Scheme 1) Electrical Compressor Drive
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Figure 3.4.1-2 Outboard Wing HLFC (Scheme 1) Mechanical Compressor Drive
The rear spar installation outboard of the inboard engine was preferred because of the minimum required equipment weight.

3.4.2 Compressor Drive Power Transmission

The alternatives for engine power transmission were to use:

a) Pneumatic
b) Hydraulic
c) Electric
d) Mechanical

a) The advantages of compressed air (pneumatic) power transmission were compatibility with high speed air compressors, flexibility of installation and ease of control. The disadvantage was the increased specific fuel consumption because of an estimated 45% overall power transmission efficiency. Bleed air was not pursued further in the present study. Bleed air should be reconsidered as a standby power candidate for redundant compressors, if needed.

b) Hydraulic power transmission was briefly considered because it is more efficient (61%), than pneumatic power transmission and lighter weight than electric power transmission, but was rejected because hydraulic motors were found to be too slow for direct drive of the high speed air compressors.

c) Electrical power transmission was evaluated in more detail. See Figure 3.4.1-1 showing a possible electric power driven compressor system. The advantages of electric power were flexibility of installation and speed control, plus high power transmission efficiency (73%) compared to pneumatic and hydraulic power transmission systems. The disadvantage was the weight of the electric power generators, frequency controllers, power cables, motors and electric equipment cooling provisions.

d) Mechanical power transmission was selected in the study because of high mechanical efficiency (95%) and comparatively low combined weight of the equipment. Refer back to Figures 3.4.1-2 and 3.4.1-3 for the mechanical driven compressor system arrangements envisioned.

Mechanical power was provided from either the inboard or the outboard engine, for redundancy. Clutches were provided for unloading each engine during start, and for suction system startup and shutdown. The compressors were located in a dry bay at a minimum distance from the engines.
Figure 3.4.2-1 Engine Shaft Power Extraction Scheme for F-15

Figure 3.4.2-2 Schematic Diagram of Airframe Mounted Accessory Drive and Jet Fuel Starter for F-15
Power transmission in excess of a few feet had to include universal joints to accommodate wing deflections.

The operating speed of engine power takeoffs, right angle gearing and clutches was set approximately at 12,000 RPM. The compressors were located in a dry bay at a minimum distance from the engines depending on availability space and access. A compressor speed of 30,000 RPM was selected in the study based on inputs from manufacturers and requirement of extended service life for the gear drive. The speed increaser gear box driving the compressors was located inboard of the compressors.

The accessory gear drive arrangement required was similar to that found on military aircraft, i.e., the F-15 and the B-1. See Figures 3.4.2-1 and -2 illustrating the coupling of an AiResearch high speed jet fuel starter (JFS190) to either of two P&W F100 turbojet engine power takeoffs by an airframe mounted accessory drive (AMAD) on the F-15. The peak power of the JFS190 was 166 horsepower. The power levels required for laminar flow control suction were in the 1000 horsepower range that was above the F-15 AMAD but below those of helicopter drives.

The achievement of reliability and maintainability levels comparable to subsonic commercial aircraft at the high power levels required for laminar flow control suction is feasible, but will require a very substantial effort.

### 3.4.3 Compressor Characteristics

The compressors had to fit in the wings. The maximum allowable compressor envelope diameter was determined from the wing thickness in Figure 3.2.7-1 and from the 30-inch rib spacing of the Model 733-633, whichever was less. The envelope diameter was assumed to be 1.6 times larger than the impeller diameter to provide room for the debris containment shield.

An assortment of compressor data was obtained through courtesy of Garrett AiResearch, and Sundstrand Pneumatic Systems, in response to Boeing requests for suggestions during the course of the present study before the requirements were finalized, see Appendix III.

The required compressor characteristics were predicted by Boeing based on the manufacturers data and on a standard reference. The total compressor shaft power requirements were 626 horsepower (HP) for the outboard wing regions (scheme 1) and 1219 HP for the combined outboard/inboard wing regions (scheme 2). The efficiency predictions were evaluated with regard to fluid viscosity and compressibility effects. The impeller tip Reynolds numbers were all less than one million for fully developed turbulent flow.
Figure 3.4.3-1 Turbocompressor Performance
because of the low inlet air densities at cruise altitude. The impeller tip speeds of the compressors meeting the installation constraints were found to be in the low supersonic range.

Figure 3.4.3-1 illustrates the fit of the predicted compressor characteristics at the high efficiency ridge of the turbocompressor performance chart.

It was concluded from the analysis of compressor requirements that:

a) Fitting the compressors in the allotted space was feasible at the selected 30,000 RPM speed using supersonic impeller tip speeds.

b) Compressor pressure ratio was the most critical design requirement. A compressor pressure ratio of 9 to 1 appeared to be feasible with acceptable efficiency. A pressure ratio of 5 to 1 was preferred for design simplicity.

c) Achieving the predicted compressor efficiencies will require time and effort because of the supersonic tip speeds and because of the relatively low Reynolds numbers at cruise altitude.

d) Achieving operational reliability comparable to commercial aircraft will require a sustained product improvement program over a period of years.

Possible use of the laminar flow compressors for low speed BLC at sea level where the air is ten times denser than at the airplane cruise altitude, presents unique design problems that need to be addressed in future studies.

3.4.4 Equipment Cooling Requirements

High powered machinery that runs continuously requires active cooling on supersonic transport airplanes. The cooling requirements for the various types of equipment were estimated as follows:

a) Air compressors were cooled by the inlet air.
b) Gear boxes were cooled by lubrication oil circulation at the rate of 5 percent of the power transmitted.
c) Electric motor bearings and starter windings were cooled by lubrication oil circulation at the rate of 10 percent of the output power.
d) Semiconductor devices were air cooled to prevent exceeding 250°F.
Laminar flow over the wings reduced aerodynamic heat to such an extent that more than sufficient fuel heat sink was available.

In future studies of LFC implementation on HSCTs many issues related to safety, reliability and maintainability as noted below will need to be addressed.

3.4.5 Safety

Asymmetry of the airplane in the event of failure of the laminar flow control suction system or of the leading edge flaps on one side must be sensed and symmetry restored within the time allowable for airplane safety in proximity of the ground.

Structural integrity of the wings must not be impaired by the suction system installation. The collapse strength of the air ducts and equipment bays must be consistent with the fuel tank design pressures.

Hot exhaust air ducts and other high temperature system components must be separated from the fuel to preclude ignition. Automatic fire extinguishing provisions are required.

High speed rotating equipment that is susceptible to overspeed damage requires a debris containment shield.

3.4.6 Reliability

Reliability of the laminar flow suction system is not considered to be flight safety critical. Loss of laminar flow would result in reduced cruise speed and range. A single thread system is deemed to be adequate, except for redundant power sources. Power must be provided from either the inboard or outboard engine of each wing to maintain low drag in case of engine failure during takeoff. It must be possible to shut down the suction compressors (a) to unload the engines during engine start, (b) to accomplish the transition from vortex lift to boundary layer control at liftoff and (c) to restore symmetry in the event of mechanical failure.

3.4.7 Maintainability

The LFC system hardware should be designed with a view to minimizing the additional maintenance required.
4.0 DESIGN/BENEFIT STUDIES

The objective of the design/benefit studies was to quantify the net impact of laminar flow control on the size and cost characteristics of a Mach 2.4 supersonic transport aircraft. This objective was achieved by designing and installing candidate LFC systems on a well-defined turbulent SST design, evaluating drag, weight, volume and power consumption impacts on the fixed-size airplane (fixed MTOW, wing area and engine size), and finally using these results to generate and compare the size characteristics of LFC aircraft with those of corresponding turbulent configurations for the same mission ground rules and range requirements.

4.1 STUDY APPROACH

The overall approach and scope of the Design/Benefits Studies are shown schematically in Figure 4.1-1. Since application of an LFC system involves many considerations affecting airplane structure, systems, operation and performance, it was felt that a comprehensive and traceable assessment of all factors could best be achieved by designing, installing and evaluating such a system on a well defined turbulent SST design. The benefits of LFC could then be evaluated by comparing the size and performance characteristics of the laminarized airplane with those of a baseline turbulent airplane sized to the same mission range and ground rules and in a consistent manner.

The turbulent "baseline" selected for the study was the Boeing Model 1080-834 "double-delta" configuration. This airplane is currently the subject of study in parallel High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT) work being performed by NASA and Boeing [44], and is a geometrically similar but updated technology version of the Model 733-633 which was developed in the NASA/Boeing SCAR studies of the 1970's [36]. This design was selected, not only for its excellent performance characteristics, but also because of its detailed and well-validated geometric and technical data bases.

Three candidate laminarization schemes were examined in Section 2.8. The two most "cost-effective" of these schemes in terms of drag reduction versus suction requirements were selected for systems and structural concept development in Section 3.0. Preliminary design calculations of the suction system requirements for laminarization schemes 1 and 2 were carried out. The required components of the suction system (plenums, ducting, compressors, etc.) were installed within the existing physical envelop of the wing in order to properly assess the volume taken up by the suction system without encroaching on the areas of the configuration which were already allotted to existing systems. The resulting installations were evaluated by structures, systems, weights and propulsion disciplines to estimate incremental "uncycled" weight, volume and power extraction penalties.

The LFC system design and penalty evaluation studies were all performed on the Model 733-633 configuration having a wing of 7700 square feet.
reference area. Although larger than the 1080-834 wing (wing reference area of 7050 ft² for the point-of-departure airplane and 7466 ft² for the mission sized airplane), this datum was chosen because (a) final sizing of the Model 1080-834 baseline had not been completed at that point in time, and (b) a detailed geometric definition of a 7700 square feet wing already existed in the form of the Model 733-633 wing. Since the benefits of LFC can be fully assessed only by the inclusion of synergistic vehicle sizing effects, the datum wing size in any case was only a starting point. It was assumed that for wing sizes different from the datum, system weight, and power requirement penalties would vary proportionally with wing area. The volume displacement penalty was assumed to be a fixed percentage of the available fuel volume, which in turn varied as 1.5 power of the reference wing area. This was felt to be a reasonable assumption based on physical considerations and bearing in mind the relatively small anticipated variations in wing area away from the datum 7700 square feet, (at least for the 5000 nm mission) and the overall tolerance on the system penalty assessments.

Two parallel data bases were used in the airplane sizing process, (1) the unmodified turbulent airplane data base and (2) an LFC airplane data base which consisted of the turbulent data base plus incremental drag, weight, TSFC and fuel volume "scaling laws" derived from the LFC system analyses. These data bases were used to generate the size characteristics (MTOW, OEW, Block Fuel, Engine Size, Wing Area, etc.) of turbulent and LFC airplanes designed for 5000 nm range carrying 247 passengers. This mission is representative of a Los Angeles to Tokyo range requirement, with some "cushion." From previous sensitivity studies it was anticipated that for the estimated benefits and penalties of LFC implementation, the reductions in the MTOW and wing areas for the 5000 nm range would be of the order of 10 percent or less. Therefore, the geometric size characteristics of both the turbulent baseline 1080-834 and the LFC airplanes were sufficiently close to those of the "point of departure" airplane so that no balance or overall configuration problems were anticipated in the design synthesis of these airplanes.

Since the synergistic sizing benefits of LFC are a strong function of the range requirement, it was decided to examine this sensitivity by reiterating the sizing process for a design range of 6500 nm, which is representative of the U.S. East Coast to Tokyo range requirement. This time, considerably less confidence was placed in the ability to synthesize realistic airplane designs using the required size characteristics, since the predicted gross weights, wing areas and engine sizes were substantially greater (on the order of 60% to 65%) than those of the Model 1080-834 baseline. These parameters have a considerable impact on (a) the ability to balance a configuration with a body of fixed length and capacity, and (b) the validity of extrapolating weight and volume assumptions particularly for critical, gross-weight-sensitive configuration components such as the landing gear. The small-scale plan views in Figure 4.1-1 illustrate the changes in geometric shape and balanceability caused by the size differences between the 5000 nm and 6500
nm designs. The 6500 nm configurations must therefore be regarded at
best as indicative of the problems of configuring a very-long-range, high
gross-weight supersonic transport.

Nevertheless, in spite of these "configuration realism" concerns, it is felt
that the incremental percentage differences between the 6500 nm LFC and
turbulent designs are valid, at least to a first order.

4.1.1 Study Process and Data Flow

The design and evaluation of a candidate LFC system concept was divided
into four major processes as shown in Figure 4.1.1-1.

The system specification process utilized the aerodynamic prediction
methods and boundary layer stability analyses described in detail in Section
2.0 above to select candidate areas for laminarization and to specify
distributions of suction volume flow rates and surface pressure distributions.

The system design and installation process defined the LFC suction system
components required to satisfy the aerodynamic specifications within a
given aerodynamic envelope. Description of systems and structural concept
development is given above in Section 3.0, but briefly the process resulted
in a detailed definition of porous skin and collection areas, ducting
geometry, compressor power requirements, drive system, structural
modifications and installation provisions.

Analysis and evaluation of the LFC system and comparison with the baseline
unmodified turbulent design resulted in increments in airplane empty
weight, available fuel volume, and TSFC. These increments, together with
the drag savings achieved through use of the LFC system are termed
"uncycled," since they apply to a given, fixed size configuration, and are not
directly translatable into figures-of-merit which reflect airplane size, and
ultimately, cost differences for a given design mission.

The "uncycled" increments were applied to the performance-related data
bases of the baseline turbulent configuration to generate a corresponding
data base for the airplane with LFC. These data bases consisted of the
weight, drag and propulsion characteristics of the "as drawn" airplanes plus
"scaling rules" which in essence are partial derivatives representing the
variations of performance-related variables (OEW, parasite drag) with
changes in configuration size characteristics (e.g. wing area, engine size) and
non-geometric design variables (e.g. design MTOW). An airplane
performance and sizing method was then used to generate the airplane size
characteristics required to satisfy a particular mission profile and range
requirement. This process also involved the variation of a number of
airplane parameters to arrive at a near optimum design (minimum MTOW)
subject to the set of mission constraints.
Figure 4.1.1-1 Design/Benefit Process and Data Flow
Comparison of the characteristics of the LFC aircraft with the baseline turbulent airplane sized for the same mission ground rules yielded the benefits attributable to the application of LFC.

4.1.2 Airplane Sizing Considerations

Arriving at an "optimum" sized airplane definition for a given set of mission requirements and ground rules is a process which involves the synergism of multiple design and performance-related variables. Very often, performance increments attributable to a design or technology change on a fixed-size airplane (fixed geometry and design weights) are magnified when the airplane is resized to satisfy a given set of mission requirements. Any reduction achievable in airframe weight for instance is reflected in a proportional savings in fuel and gross weight, which in turn results in a further savings in airframe weight (smaller wings, engines, empennage and lighter landing gear) and so on. A reduction in fuel consumption characteristics, either through reduced drag or improved engine efficiency, will similarly "cycle" through reduced fuel, to reduced airframe weight.

These effects get progressively more pronounced as the severity of the mission requirements (e.g. range) is increased. The relative leverage of weight and fuel efficiency improvements is also modified as design range is increased: because a long range airplane must carry proportionately more fuel than a short range airplane (increased "fuel fraction"), a given percentage reduction in fuel consumption will have a greater impact on gross weight: weight is always important but, for long ranges, drag and TSFC approach it in importance.

The airplane sizing process, which is usually carried out iteratively using a computer program, is illustrated graphically by the "X-plot" in Figure 4.1.2-1. Two lines are plotted on a graph of operating empty weight (OEW) versus maximum takeoff weight (MTOW). A fixed payload is assumed, implying a body of fixed length and volume. Aerodynamic parameters such as wing aspect ratio, taper ratio and thickness ratio are also assumed fixed. Fixed values of wing loading and thrust-to-weight ratio: are assumed in order to maintain approximately constant takeoff field length, climb and acceleration capability and aero-propulsion match. These assumptions mean that as the MTOW is increased, the wings, engines and empennage get progressively larger in relation to the body, as indicated by the airplane sketches in the figure. The strength and geometric characteristics of the landing gear are also assumed to vary to accommodate increased gross weight.

The line labelled "should-weigh" in Figure 4.1.2-1 is a function of mission requirements and fuel efficiency characteristics (e.g. range factor) and represents the maximum OEW allowable (for a given MTOW) if mission range is to be met.
Figure 4.1.2-1 Airplane Sizing X-Plot

Figure 4.1.2-2 Sizing Effects of LFC
The line labelled "will-weigh" is determined from weight analysis and intersects the OEW axis at some positive value. This reflects the fact that the body, passenger accommodations, environmental control systems, etc. are held constant even as the gross weight, wing area and engine size hypothetically approach zero. The slope of the "will-weigh" line is determined by the rate of change of weight of those configuration components whose size is driven by gross weight (wing, engine, gear, etc.)

The airplane will meet or exceed the mission range requirements when the "will-weigh" OEW is equal to or less than the "should-weigh" OEW, a condition which is given by the intersection of the two lines in Figure 4.1.2-1.

Previous analyses have indicated that, although in general both lines are curved (due to slow variations in both lift-to-drag ratio and "unit weights" of wing, engines, etc.), the curvature is relatively small and little error is introduced by assuming linear variations. A simple linear analysis highlights the major variables and considerations, while capturing the essence of the sizing process. Under these assumptions, the should weigh line can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{OEW}_s + P = \text{MTOW} - \text{Fuel required} = \text{MTOW} (1 - \zeta)
\]

or

\[
\text{OEW}_s = \text{MTOW}(1 - \zeta) - P \quad \text{Equation 4.1.2-1}
\]

where \( P \) is the payload and \( \zeta \) is the required fuel fraction derived from mission performance analysis.

The "will-weigh" line can be approximated by assuming constant unit weights for wing and propulsion installation and constants of proportionality for landing gear and gross-weight-dependent systems. (An awkward non-linear variation in empennage size is ignored-with the justification that empennage weight is small compared with wing weight-and instead empennage weight is assumed proportional to wing area):}

\[
\text{OEW}_w = \text{OEW}_o = w_w S + w_T T + k_G \text{MTOW} + k_S \text{MTOW} + k_E S
\]

\[
\text{Wing} \quad \text{Propulsion} \quad \text{Landing} \quad \text{Systems} \quad \text{Empennage}
\]

or

\[
\text{OEW}_w = \text{OEW}_o + (w_w + k_E) \frac{\text{MTOW}}{W/S} + w_T \frac{T}{W} \cdot \text{MTOW} + (k_G + k_S) \text{MTOW} = \text{OEW}_o + K_W \text{MTOW} \quad \text{Equation 4.1.2-2}
\]

where
For transport airplanes, previous analyses indicate that the wing is the major contributor to the slope \((K_w)\) of the will-weigh line. In this regard it is important only to seek to minimize wing unit weight \((w_w)\), but also to choose as high a wing loading \((W/S)\) as mission constraints will allow. The propulsion system is usually the second most powerful contributor (low \(T/W\) desirable) with landing gear and systems following in importance. The intercept \((O_{EW_0})\), although hypothetical, is strongly dependent on payload size and the weight of body and payload-related systems.

"Mission-sized" airplane characteristics are determined by equating \(O_{EW_S}\) (equation 4.1.2-1) to \(O_{EW_W}\) (equation 4.1.2-2) which yields:

\[
MTOW = \frac{O_{EW_0} + P}{[(1-\zeta) - K_w]}
\]

Equation 4.1.2-4

As expected, mission-sized gross weight is strongly influenced by payload and associated structure and systems. However, and just as importantly, it is seen to be inversely proportional to the difference in slopes between the should-weigh and will-weigh lines. The factor \(1/[(1-\zeta) - K_w]\) - sometimes termed the "growth factor" - can become large at long ranges, where the required fuel fraction, \(\zeta\), is large. Under these circumstances, small percentage changes in either fuel efficiency, or the weights of wing, engines, landing gear, etc. can produce a much-magnified percentage change in the growth factor, and hence in mission-sized gross weight.

Ultimately, there exists a range requirement which results in an infinite growth factor (should-weigh and will-weight lines are parallel) and no solution to the mission requirements is possible.

Because of the leverage of these considerations, it is important that incremental technology or design changes be evaluated for mission-sized airplanes. This is particularly true for the application of concepts such as, LFC which produce a benefit in one performance-related variable (e.g. drag) at the expense of another (e.g. weight). The net benefit of such a concept is the relatively small difference between two opposing performance effects, the magnitude - and even sign - of which is strongly influenced by synergistic sizing effects. Figure 4.1.2-2 illustrates these effects for an LFC system. In the figure the dashed lines denote the baseline turbulent airplane and the full lines the LFC airplane. The drag reduction produced by LFC results in a reduction in required fuel fraction, causing an anti-clockwise rotation (increase) in the should-weigh line. At the same time the installed weight increment of the system causes a similar rotation of the will-weigh line. The net effect depends on the relative magnitude of the two rotations and also on the angle between the two original lines. In the situation shown, illustrates not only a sizable reduction in \(MTOW\) (and fuel burn) but also a reduction in sized airplane \(O_{EW}\), despite the original
"uncycled" weight penalty. This would help defray, or even overcome, any airframe cost penalty associated with the LFC system.

The above discussion illustrated the determination of sized vehicle characteristics for fixed values of wing loading (W/S) and thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W). These were selected to maintain consistency in some of the likely performance-related mission constraints such as takeoff field length. However, the particular values chosen for these two variables may not represent the optimum combination for the mission as a whole. In addition, other constraints, such as approach speed, initial cruise altitude capability or available fuel volume, which vary with takeoff W/S and T/W in a more complicated manner, may ultimately become important in the selection of final sized airplane parameters.

A standard method of examining the interaction of the various mission constraints and of selecting a close-to-optimum set of vehicle characteristics is via a "Thumbprint" plot. A schematic of such a plot is shown in the top left of Figure 4.1.2-3 and is really the connecting medium for a set of sizing exercises each at fixed W/S and T/W. In other words, the characteristics determined in each "X-plot" (or iterative equivalent) become one point in the Thumbprint T/W versus W/S space, as illustrated in the figure. The figure-of-merit chosen to represent the "goodness" of the parameter selection (in this case MTOW) is shown as a set of constant-value contours. Mission constraints, representing minimum or maximum acceptable values of such parameters as takeoff field length, approach speed, and transonic thrust margin are superimposed as constant-value lines.

The fuel volume constraint is the locus at which fuel volume required for the mission is equal to that volumetrically available in the designated fuel tank areas of the configuration. Since the majority of the fuel load of a transport aircraft is carried in the wings, the fuel volume available is a strong function of wing area, with the result that, on the Thumbprint, the fuel volume constraint is mainly a function of W/S.

Selection of "optimum" sized vehicle characteristics involves choosing the point on one or more constraint lines which is closest to the "eye" of the MTOW contours. The situation depicted in Figure 4.1.2-3 with fuel volume and transonic thrust margin being the critical constraints, is representative of the situation pertaining to both the LFC and turbulent airplanes in this study, as discussed in Section 4.3 below. The "double delta" planform chosen as the basis of the study is deficient in available fuel volume for design ranges of 5000 nm and above. Further refinements to the configuration would logically be aimed at seeking ways to increase the available fuel volume with as little penalty in drag and weight as possible. Since both LFC and turbulent airplanes were found to be constrained in a very similar fashion, and since further refinements would involve substantial reconfiguration effort and in any case would impact LFC and turbulent designs to a similar extent, it was felt that a comparison of sized airplane characteristics at this stage was valid, at least to a first order.
Figure 4.1.2-3 Airplane Sizing and Constraints
4.2 EVALUATION OF LFC BENEFITS AND PENALTIES

Determination of the net benefits of LFC implementation on an SST configuration requires considerations of the aerodynamic benefits of laminarization together with the penalties of suction system weight, volume and power requirements. In this section, the individual benefits and penalties of LFC implementation were evaluated for two laminarization schemes (schemes 1 and 2 of Figure 2.8-1). Only direct shaft mechanical drive for suction compressors was considered in this evaluation.

4.2.1 Aerodynamic Benefit Evaluation

The aerodynamic benefits of LFC application in terms of reduced skin friction drag for the configuration were evaluated on the basis of achievable laminarization on the inboard and outboard parts of the wing. The achievable laminarization by use of a hybrid suction scheme on the wing upper surface was determined in Section 2.8 from stability theory calculations and the Boeing transition criteria. A hybrid suction and laminarization scheme identical to the upper surface was assumed for the lower surface. Two hybrid laminarization schemes selected for detailed systems evaluation were also discussed in Section 2.8.

4.2.1.1 Estimation of Skin Friction Reduction

The skin friction drag estimate of the turbulent configuration was based on flat plate strip theory calculation within the A389 [35] program. To evaluate the skin friction drag reduction due to laminarization, a similar calculation procedure was adopted, except that the boundary layer in each streamwise "strip" was assumed to be part-laminar with a specified laminar to turbulent transition location. For the purpose of this analysis, the wing surface was divided into 37 streamwise strips of equal width (2.5 percent semispan), starting at the body side (7.5 percent semispan) and extending up to the wing tip. The transition location in each strip was then specified by superimposing the map of the laminarization areas for schemes 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 4.2.1.1-1. For each strip, the part-laminar skin friction was calculated by matching the momentum thickness of the laminar boundary layer at the transition location with that of the turbulent boundary layer at the transition location. As a consequence of the momentum integral equation, the momentum thickness $\theta$ of the flat plate boundary layer (laminar or turbulent) may be related to the average skin friction coefficient $C_F$ by

$$\theta = \frac{X \cdot C_F}{2}$$

Equation 4.2.1.1-1
where \( X \) = distance from the boundary layer origin
\[ CF = \text{average skin friction coefficient over distance } X \]
\( \theta = \text{momentum thickness at } X \)

The laminar and turbulent skin friction coefficients were calculated by Blasius and Prandtl-Schlichting formulas [4] corrected for compressibility using the Sommer and Short [45] correction. These are given as

\[
CF_{L} = \frac{1.328}{Re^{*}} N \frac{T_{\infty}}{T^{*}} \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-2}
\]

\[
CF_{T} = 0.455 \left[ \log_{10} \left( \frac{Re^{*}}{1000} \right) \right]^{-2.58} N \left( \frac{T_{\infty}}{T^{*}} \right) \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-3}
\]

where, the reference temperature \( T^{*} \) is calculated from Sommer and Short [45] correlation

\[
\frac{T^{*}}{T_{\infty}} = 1 + 0.1551 M_{\infty} \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-4}
\]

The Reynolds number \((Re^{*})\) based on reference properties is related to the Reynolds number \((Re_{\infty})\) based on free-stream properties by the following equation derived from the Sutherland law of viscosity:

\[
Re^{*} = \left( \frac{T_{\infty}}{T^{*}} \right)^{2.5} \left( \frac{T^{*} + 216}{T_{\infty} + 216} \right) \cdot Re_{\infty} \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-5}
\]

The temperatures are in °R.

Then the condition of momentum matching at the transition location may be expressed as (see Figure 4.2.1.1-1):

\[
[\theta_{L}]_{xtr} = [\theta_{T}] \Delta x_{eff} \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-6}
\]

i.e. \( x_{tr} \cdot CF_{L} (x_{tr}) \cdot \lambda = \Delta x_{eff} \cdot CF_{T} (\Delta x_{eff}) \quad \text{Equation 4.2.1.1-7} \)

The factor \( \lambda \) is equation 4.7 is introduced to account for the reduced momentum thickness of the laminar profile due to wall suction. From the boundary layer calculations conducted during stability analyses, this factor was found to be approximately 0.8. Equation 4.7 was solved iteratively to determine \( \Delta x_{eff} \). The average (part-laminar) skin friction coefficient for the strip was then calculated from

\[
(CF)_{PL} = \frac{LT}{C} CF_{T} (LT) \quad (4.8)
\]

where, \( C = \text{local chord for the strip} \)
\[ LT = C - \Delta x + \Delta x_{eff} \]

A computer program was written to perform this iterative calculation strip by strip over the entire wing planform and thereby estimate the net skin friction drag reduction for the wing. The input to the program consisted of free stream temperature, Mach number and unit Reynolds Number. A separate input file was created to supply data on chord lengths and transition locations for 38 spanwise locations on the wing. The output from the program listed fractional wing area laminarized and fractional reduction in the skin friction due to laminarization as compared to an all turbulent wing.

The skin friction drag of the wing accounts for nearly half of the total skin friction drag of the 1080-834 configuration. Other components of the total skin friction drag are:

- **Body** 25%
- **Nacelles** 10%
- **Empennage** 10%
- **Fences & Excrecence** 5%

Implementation of laminarization schemes 1 and 2 resulted in 24 percent and 34 percent reductions respectively in the wing skin friction drag. This also represented 30 percent and 41 percent respectively of the wing wetted area where laminar flow was achieved.

Because of the much smaller chord Reynolds Numbers (as compared to the wing) and sharp supersonic leading edges, a significant run of natural laminar flow was achievable for the horizontal and vertical surfaces of the empennage section. A 20 percent reduction in the all-turbulent skin friction of the empennage surfaces was assumed.

In a similar fashion, a 20 percent reduction in the skin friction drag of the nacelles was considered achievable due to natural laminar flow design. No laminar flow benefit was assumed for the body. The net reduction in the total skin friction drag of the configuration due to the implementation of LFC schemes 1 and 2 on the wing and NLF for nacelles and empennage amounted to 16 percent and 22 percent respectively.

For inputs to the performance analysis program, the above percentage reductions in skin friction drag were assumed to be applicable down to flight Mach number of 1.5. At transonic Mach number of 1.1, the LFC system was assumed to be inoperative. Therefore only the skin friction drag reduction benefits of natural laminar flow were assumed. These were: 10 percent reduction for the wing and 20 percent for nacelles and empennage.
4.2.1.2 Impact on Other Drag Components

The total drag of a supersonic transport configuration consists of skin friction drag, zero lift wave drag, drag-due-to-lift and trim drag. A typical polar with drag buildup is shown in Figure 4.2.1.2-1. Note that the drag-due-to-lift at supersonic speeds has both a vortex drag and a wave drag component. The zero lift wave drag (or drag-due-to-volume) can be calculated in the A389[35] program by two different methods: a near field method and a far field method.

The two methods usually yield answers which are within 10 percent of each other. For the baseline turbulent 1080-834 configuration at cruise Mach number of 2.4 and $CL = 0.12$, the total drag consists of the following components:

- Skin Friction Drag 37%
- Zero Lift Wave Drag 18%
- Drag-Due-To-Lift + Trim drag 45%

In view of the above breakdown of the total configuration drag, the net drag reduction due to laminarization by schemes 1 and 2 amounts to 6.0 percent and 8.2 percent respectively. This level of drag reduction due to laminarization would result in a cruise L/D improvement from 9.2 for the turbulent baseline to 9.8 for scheme 1 and 10.0 for scheme 2.

The question now is: How are other drag components affected by the implementation of these LFC schemes? There are two possible modifications necessitated by LFC implementation: a) modification of the $Cp$ distribution on the inboard wing surface to achieve significant laminarization without use of excessive suction, and b) increased wing thickness to accommodate the suction system hardware and/or fuel displaced. The modification of the existing $Cp$ distribution on the inboard wing and the assessment of its impact on the drag-due-to-lift requires a nonlinear wing design capability using a full potential or Euler solver (see Section 2.7.4). This capability was unavailable at the time of the current study and could not be developed within the limitations of the schedule and resources of the contract.

The second modification, namely, increased wing thickness to accommodate the fuel displaced by the suction system has an impact on the zero lift wave drag of the configuration. This impact was evaluated in conjunction with laminarization scheme 2 only. Initial net benefits analysis of scheme 2 without wing thickness increase revealed that the fuel volume displacement caused by the suction system components (ducts, compressor dry wells, etc.) was a large fraction of the net fuel savings by LFC implementation.
Figure 4.2.1.2-1 Supersonic Cruise Drag Buildup
Since the wing is sized by fuel volume requirements for this type of configuration rather than takeoff field length (TOFL) or approach speed (V\text{app}) considerations, the wing planform area can be reduced further by increased wing thickness up to the point where either TOFL or V\text{app} limit is reached. The penalty incurred in this process is the increased wave drag at supersonic speeds, while the benefits are reduced structural weight due to a) smaller wing area, and b) increased structural efficiency resulting from increased wing thickness. Only the aerodynamic penalty of increased wing thickness will be discussed in this section. The beneficial impact of wing thickening on the structural weight (OEW) will be discussed in Section 4.2.3.4. Aerodynamically, it would be expected that thickening the subsonic leading edge inboard wing (strake) would have a smaller impact on wave drag than if the outboard supersonic leading edge wing was thickened. This turns out to be structurally beneficial as well because bending moments are largest at the wing root. Therefore, in order to increase the fuel volume capacity of the configuration, the wing thickness in the inboard region was increased in several different ways and the impact on wave drag was studied by use of the Near Field Wave Drag (NFWD) module of the A389[35] program.

The different modified inboard wing maximum thickness distributions that were attempted are shown in Figure 4.2.1.2-2. The basic spanwise distribution of maximum thickness is shown as ANL633. In distribution ANL633M, the inboard wing thickness was increased by 10 percent between 7.5 percent (wing root) and 25 percent semispan stations (η). The thickness increment was dropped to zero at η = 0.3. For thickness distribution designated ANL633N, the 10 percent thickness increment was applied between wing root and η = 0.15 station, with the increment reduced to zero at η = 0.2. Finally, for thickness distribution ANL633L, the 10 percent increment in thickness was applied between wing root and η = 0.1 with the increment dropping to zero at η = 0.175 station.

The increases in volume and wave drag at M = 2.4 cruise are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness Distribution</th>
<th>Volume Increment (ft(^3) (lb\text{m} fuel))</th>
<th>Cruise (C_D O) Increment (\times 10^{-4})</th>
<th>(Fuel Capacity Increment) (\text{lbm})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANL633M</td>
<td>789 (39,000)</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>36100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANL633N</td>
<td>591 (29,550)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>43500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANL633L</td>
<td>387 (19,350)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>45000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.2.1.2-2: Baseline and Modified Maximum Thickness Distributions
- Wing Wetted Area Laminarized: 30% 41%
- Wing Skin Friction Drag Reduction: 24% 34%
- Net Reduction in Configuration Skin Friction Drag (Including NLF on Nacelles and Empennage): 16% 22%
- Net Reduction in Configuration Total Cruise Drag: 6.0% 8.2%
- CRUISE L/D (Baseline = 9.2): 9.8 10.0

Figure 4.2.1.2-3 Aerodynamic Benefits of Laminarization
It may be seen from the last column of Table 4.2.1.2-1 that confining the wing thickening process to region closest to the wing root (as in ANL633L) leads to minimal wave drag penalty. Also, the increase in cruise wave drag coefficient is seen to be approximately one count for accommodating a volume equivalent of about 40,000 lbm of fuel.

The increased wave drag was accounted for in the performance and sizing program. At lower supersonic Mach numbers down to M = 1.1, the wave drag was increased by the same percent as at M = 2.4.

The aerodynamic benefits of laminarization by schemes 1 and 2 in terms of cruise drag reduction are summarized in Figure 4.2.1.2-3.

4.2.2 Suction System Requirements and Penalties

Concepts for the suction system and its installation on the SST configuration were discussed in Chapter 3 (Sec. 3.4). The conceptual designs were based on the specified suction regions and mass flow requirements which resulted from aerodynamic analysis of Chapter 2. Comparisons of system weight, volume displacement and power requirements were made in Section 3.4 between electric motor driven versus direct mechanical shaft driven compressor arrangements for laminarization scheme 1. It was concluded that the mechanical drive system has a clear advantage in terms of system weight and power requirement penalties. The electrical drive system showed only a small volume displacement advantage. For this reason, only the mechanical drive system was considered for design/benefit studies leading to evaluation of net benefits of LFC implementation for laminarization schemes 1 and 2.

Another trade evaluated was the suction air discharge velocity. The suction air coming in from various regions at different inlet pressures is compressed by individual compressors to a common exit pressure in the discharge duct. As the compressor exit pressure is raised, the suction air discharge velocity approaches the free stream velocity, and to the first order, the net suction air momentum drag drops to zero. However, the power required to compress the suction air to the required pressure to achieve this condition increases significantly.

Increased compressor power requirement in turn increases the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) and equipment weight penalties. A trade study was conducted to establish the optimal compressor exit pressure.

4.2.2.1 Compressor Power Trade Study

The compressor discharge pressure that was used in Section 3.4.3 of this report for compressor drive power calculations was 275 PSF selected by considering tradeoffs between suction drag and exhaust thrust. Suction drag
resulted from the ram drag of the air at the inlet to the suction system. Exhaust thrust was obtained from the momentum of the air discharged overboard. The net suction air momentum drag was the difference of the ram drag minus the exhaust thrust. Drag horsepower was calculated from the net drag and from the aircraft cruise velocity (M=2.4).

The considerations were as follows:

a) An exhaust pressure exceeding the ambient static pressure at the flight altitude is needed to maintain continuous flow.
b) The suction system should have the ability to operate at altitudes lower than the cruise altitude. (An average cruise altitude of 62,000 ft was used.)
c) Compression of the air reduces the flow area of the exhaust ducts.
d) The exhaust air flow can produce useful propulsive thrust if it is accelerated through a nozzle and the resulting jet is directed aft.
e) An exhaust jet velocity equal to the flight velocity would cancel the suction drag.

Figures 4.2.2.1-1 relates the exhaust velocity to the air compressor power. Figure 4.2.2.1-2 illustrates the effect of compressor power on the net suction drag. Figures 4.2.2.1-3 shows the effect of air compressor outlet pressure selection on the compressor drive power. Figure 4.2.2.1-4 illustrates the trades between compressor drive power and the resulting net suction drag power. The effects of compressor horsepower selection on system weight and displaced fuel volume were determined with the mechanical compressor drive. See Figures 4.2.2.1-5 & -6. The scope of the data was limited to the outboard wing regions only, but the following observations apply to the combined inboard outboard wing regions as well:

a) The lowest possible compressor power results in the least systems penalties.
b) Increasing compressor drive power to reduce the net drag horsepower yields diminishing returns.
c) The point of diminishing returns is at the transition from subsonic to choked flow at the exhaust nozzle.
d) The flow transition occurs when the exhaust pressure reaches two times the ambient static pressure at the flight altitude.

4.2.2.2 Mechanical/Electrical Equipment Weights

The weight of the suction system equipment was estimated on the basis of the state of the art in 1988, with projections to the year 2000. The bare equipment weights were estimated first and were then increased by appropriate factors to include fasteners, fittings, foundations, doublers and other structural provisions based on past commercial airplane experience. The scope of this discussion is limited to the bare hardware.
Figure 4.2.2.1-1  Variation of Compressor Power Requirement with Suction Air Exit Velocity

Figure 4.2.2.1-2  Variation of Suction Air Momentum Drag with Compressor Power
Figure 4.2.2.1-3 Variation of Compressor Power Requirement with Exit Total Pressure

Figure 4.2.2.1-4 Variation of Suction Air Momentum Drag Power with Compressor Power
Figure 4.2.2.1-5  Laminar Flow System Weight Increment

Figure 4.2.2.1-6  Laminar Flow System Fuel Volume Displacement
Suction compressor weights were derived from data which were supplied by the equipment manufacturers Garrett and Sundsstrnad in response to various Boeing requests during the exploratory phases of this study. The specific weights of compressors in pounds per shaft horsepower were correlated with the horsepower level and with the pressure ratio for shaft driven compressors, Figure 4.2.2.2-1.

The specific weight of the compressor drive gear was 1.11 lb/HP, that was obtained from the the F-15 airframe mounted accessory drive. See Figure 4.2.2.2-3.

The combined weight of the cooling coils and circulating pumps required was estimated at 10 lbs per ton of air conditioning, where one ton of air conditioning equals 12,000 BTU/hour (3.5 KW).

The effects of compressor drive efficiency and of the required compressor horsepower level were evaluated. See Figure 4.2.2.2-3.

These estimates of equipment weights were conveyed to the weights staff as an input to the weights analysis of the entire suction system and are included in section 4.2.3 estimates.

**4.2.2.3 Volume of Displaced Fuel**

The volume of fuel displaced by air plenums, air ducts and by equipment bays was estimated with reference to the suction system arrangements shown in Figures 3.4.1,-2 and -3.

The volume of air ducts was calculated from the duct cross sectional area and the length was scaled from the Figures 3.4.1, -2 and -3, as applicable. The walls of collector ducts were 0.050 inch thick, which was relatively thin in comparison to the duct diameter. The hot exhaust duct walls were surrounded by an outer jacket with a 1-inch air space between the duct wall and the jacket for separating the hot exhaust air from the flammable fuel. The outer wall diameter was used for the displaced fuel volume calculation.

The volumetric air flow was calculated from the mass flow specified in Table 3.2.2-1 and the air density. The air density was determined from (a) the air pressure and (b) the air temperature.

  a) The air pressure for the collector duct of each outboard wing region was assumed to be equal to the applicable compressor inlet pressure in Table 3.2.6-1. This assumption was on the conservative side. The air pressure for the collector duct a reasonable pressure drop was assumed of each inboard wing region was set equal to the mean of the plenum pressure and of the compressor inlet pressure to obtain a closer approximation. The air pressure in the exhaust duct was 275 PSF, as described in Section 4.2.2.1.
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
JET FUEL STARTER
(MODEL JFS 190-1/CGB)

PERFORMANCE
166 SHP PEAK DURING MAIN ENGINE START, INSTALLED
NO BLEED AIRFLOW PROVISIONS
54 SHP DURING LIMITED DUTY OPERATION
(GROUND CHECKOUT)

WEIGHT SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Weight (LB)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JET FUEL STARTER</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL GEARBOX</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT-HAND AMAD</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT-HAND AMAD</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL JFS/AMAD SYSTEM</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>185 lbs/166 HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2.2.2-2  F-15 Secondary Power System Performance and Weight Data
**Figure 4.2.2.3** Laminar Flow System Cooling Requirements

**TABLE 4.2.2.1**

**System Trades Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminarized Regions</th>
<th>Outb'd Wing (Scheme 1)</th>
<th>Inb'd/Outb'd (Scheme 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Drive</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scheme 1</th>
<th>Scheme 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>3.4.1.2</td>
<td>3.4.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air flow, lbs/sec</td>
<td>5.4 2</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Pressure, PSF</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Shaft Horsepower</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Volume Displaced, cu. ft.</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction Air Momentum Drag (lb-ft)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) The air temperatures for the collector ducts were as specified in Table 3.2.2-1. The air temperatures for the exhaust ducts were the compressor discharge temperatures listed in Figures 3.4.3-4 and 5 of Appendix V. The temperature of the combined exhaust stream was the weighted average of the several compressor discharges.

The air duct flow area was calculated in a first approximation from the volumetric flow and the air velocity at an assumed Mach number of 0.3. The velocity of sound in each air duct was determined by the absolute air temperature. The assumed Mach Number of 0.3 was the highest that was felt to be allowable considering pressure drop and duct vibrations induced by turbulence at fittings.

The axial inlet velocity of compressors is usually at a Mach number of 0.2 and rarely exceeds 0.4. Several iterations of pressure drop calculations will be required during the process of integrating the ductwork with the wing structure to finalize the duct sizes.

The compressor power and volume displacement penalties of the suction system for laminarization Scheme 2 were nearly double those for scheme 1. The results of systems requirements and penalties are summarized in Table 4.2.2.1.

4.2.3 Weights Analysis

The 7700 Ft² wing reference area 733-633 SST configuration was the basic geometry airplane used to configure the suction system for hybrid laminar flow control (HLFC). This configuration was modified to install suction systems for laminarization schemes 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 4.2.1.2-3. For laminarization scheme 1, two approaches to locating and powering the suction compressors, one mechanical and the other electrical, were explored as discussed in Section 3.4.2. The mechanical shaft drive approach was found to be superior from the power requirement and equipment weight points of view. On the basis of this finding, only the mechanical shaft drive approach was considered for laminarization scheme 2. The systems layouts for laminarization scheme 1 are shown in Fig. 3.4.1-1 and Fig. 3.4.1-2 for electrical and mechanical drive systems respectively. Fig. 3.4.1-3 shows the systems layout of mechanical drive system for laminarization scheme 2. Weight estimates were made for all three suction systems including structural ducting, equipment and installation weight penalties.

4.2.3.1 Methodology/Assumptions

The conceptual design of suction systems discussed in Section 3.4. provided a description, count, location and layout of the required components for the three configurations. These components were grouped
into suction system components, suction system drive components and structural weight penalties. In general weight estimates were made on the basis of vendor inputs, Boeing engineering inputs and calculations of the system ducting layouts. Appropriate factors were included for routing and installations of components and ducting. The total fuel volume displaced by the suction and exhaust ducting routed through the fuel tanks as well as the equipment bays was also calculated. Description, weight basis and appropriate installation factors are shown for the individual components.

At the time the present weights analysis was performed, the development of the structural concept described in Chapter 3 was not completed. Therefore, reasonable estimates of weight penalties associated with installation of titanium suction surfaces imbedded in the composite structure were applied. A perforated titanium outer skin of 0.040 in thickness, a titanium honeycomb core and an epoxy composite inner skin were assumed for the sandwich construction as shown in Fig. 4.2.3.1. The weight penalty of this sandwich panel was determined by comparison with an all composite sandwich of equal strength. Suction plenums, made of epoxy composite material, were assumed to be attached to the inner skin to collect the flow from the suction regions and route it to the tapered spanwise collector ducts via a series of feeder ducts. The outflow from the taper ducts was routed to the compressor inlet via suction ducts. All ducts were assumed to be made of epoxy composite material.

The importance of minimizing the fuel volume penalty became clear after the net performance benefits were evaluated for the suction system layouts as shown in Figs. 3.4.1-1, 3.4.1-2, and 3.4.1-3. Improved structural concept development work was initiated for efficient integration of suction ducts with the load bearing structure as described in Section 3.3.2. However, the impact of this improved design concepts on the weight and volume displacement penalties as well as on the net performance benefits was not evaluated.

4.2.3.2 Component Definitions/Descriptions/Assumptions

Suction system components

a. compressors - modified vendor supplied data+10% installation, see section 3.4.6 and figure 3.4.3-2 for more details.

b. compressor/motor cooling - allowance for heat rejection of dry bay mounted motors_compressors, see section 3.4.5.

c. suction ducting - .05 single wall composite, 10% duct routing factor, 50% of duct wt for installation.

d. suction plenums - same projected area as suction regions.
e. exhaust ducting -.05 inconel inner wall/.05 titanium outer wall, 25% of exhaust duct wt. for installation

f. slat modification - allowance to section leading edge slat in order to separate suction regions.

**Suction system drive components**

a. auxiliary drive mechanism - shafts, clutches and gearboxes between engine and compressors, see section 3.4.6.

b. generator/converters - added electrical generation and conversion equipment to drive the compressors, based on lb/HP factor.

c. power wiring - 270VDC generator to aft E/E bay converters, 400 VAC to converter motors, estimate based on power carrying capacity and measured length of the feeders.

d. compressor motors - vendor data, 10% installation, see section 3.4.6.

**Structural penalties**

a. equipment dry bays - measured volume x 2.5 lb/ft3.

b. holes for ducts through spars/ribs - allowance based on 2x removed weight of penetrated area.

c. suction skin allowance - .04 thick titanium sheet for suctioned areas.

**4.2.3.3 Results of Weights Analysis**

Table 4.4.2.3-1 shows major configuration differences such as compressor drive, count, total horsepower and suctioned regions. Table 4.2.3.3-2 shows the delta weight to the 733-633 SST geometry for the three configurations.

In general, comparing delta weights for the electrically driven compressors(+7675 lbs) vs the mechanically driven system(+6000 lbs) for the same regions, the mechanical system is lighter and displaces approximately the same fuel volume. The added weight for the conversion equipment of the electrical system is not offset by the flexibility of the compressor location. Locating the compressors closer to suctioned areas reduces the suction ducting weight but not enough to compensate for the added weight of the extended exhaust ducting.

Configuration 3, (scheme 2) which added suction to the inboard strake region, almost doubles the required compressor horsepower and displaced fuel volume and increases airplane suction regions to fourteen. But, by combining regions of nearly the same inlet pressures, only 10 compressors
### TABLE 4.2.3.3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFIGURATION 3</th>
<th>CONFIGURATION 2</th>
<th>CONFIGURATION 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scheme 2</td>
<td>scheme 1</td>
<td>scheme 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaft</td>
<td>electric motor</td>
<td>shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same as config 1</td>
<td>upper/lower outboard slat</td>
<td>same as config 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plus upper/lower strake</td>
<td>upper/lower outboard wing</td>
<td>upper/lower outboard wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveable</td>
<td>moveable</td>
<td>moveable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8600</td>
<td>7675</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminarization scheme</th>
<th>Compressor drive</th>
<th>Suction regions/airplane</th>
<th>Suction regions</th>
<th>see figure 3.2.1.1</th>
<th>Number of compressors/airplane</th>
<th>Total compressor horsepower</th>
<th>Maximum suction duct diameter(in)</th>
<th>Leading edge slat</th>
<th>Total configuration delta weight (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE 4.2.3.3-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT SUMMARY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFIGURATION 1</th>
<th>CONFIGURATION 2</th>
<th>CONFIGURATION 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheme 1</td>
<td>Scheme 1</td>
<td>Scheme 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECHANICAL DRIVE</td>
<td>ELECTRICAL DRIVE</td>
<td>MECHANICAL DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBS/AIRPLANE</td>
<td>LBS/AIRPLANE</td>
<td>LBS/AIRPLANE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCTION SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPRESSORS/INSTALLATION</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPRESSOR COOLING</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCTION DUCTING (single wall .05 composite)</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXHAUST DUCTING (double wall inconel/titanium)</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE SLAT MODIFICATION</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(upper/lower suction region separation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SUCTION SYSTEM WEIGHT</td>
<td>3160</td>
<td>3645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCTION SYSTEM DRIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUXILIARY DRIVE MECHANISM</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATORS/CONVERTERS (Delta 640 KVA)</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER WIRING (generator to compressor/motors)</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPRESSOR MOTORS/INSTL</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPRESSOR MOTOR COOLING</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SUCTION SYSTEM DRIVE DELTA WEIGHT</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURE PENALTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPRESSOR DRY BAY</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLES FOR DUCTS THRU SPARS/RIBS</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVISE L E SLAT (Apply porous ti skin)</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVISE WING (porous ti wing skin sections)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL STRUCTURAL WEIGHT</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFIGURATION DELTA WEIGHT</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>7675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGE STRAKE MOVEABLE LEADING EDGE SLATS TO FIXED</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONFIGURATION DELTA WEIGHT</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>7675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL FUEL VOLUME DISPLACED (FT³)</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were needed and the system weight increased by 60% (+9500 lbs prior to any weight credit for a fixed leading edge on the strake).

These system delta weights were developed for a point design airplane of 7700 ft² wing reference area and were scaled by wing area ratios during the sizing process.

4.2.3.4 Estimate of Weight Savings Due to Wing Root Thickening

The accommodation of the fuel displaced by the suction system by thickening the wing root region was discussed in Section 4.2.1.2 together with the associated wave drag penalty. The weight savings due to increased structural efficiency are discussed here. Of the total wing weight of 90000 lb, 30 percent is between the body side and 20 percent span stations. Thus the baseline structural weight of the wing inboard of the 20 percent semispan station is approximately 27000 lb. An average thickening of 7 percent in this region would be expected to decrease the weight by the same percentage amount. This results in a 2000 lb reduction in the OEW. This OEW reduction benefit was included in the net performance benefit analysis.

4.2.3.5 Weight Risk Areas

The weight estimate of the auxiliary drive mechanisms are a risk area because of the lack of detailed definition, estimation methodology, complication of installation and magnitude of the weight involved. Other areas, which are cause for concern, are the design definition of the fuel tank ducting installations, leading edge detail design and outboard wing fuel tank area suction system. In future HLFC studies each of these areas must be addressed at a more detailed level.

4.2.4 Propulsion System Performance Penalty

The power requirement to drive the suction compressors for schemes 1 and 2 was established in Section 4.2.2 after considerations of trades between suction air momentum drag on the one hand and equipment power and weight requirement on the other. The power required to drive the suction pumps could either be provided by an auxiliary power unit (APU), or it could be extracted from the main engines. The existing systems arrangement on the baseline configuration relied on power extraction from the main engines for auxiliary power and did not employ an APU. It was decided to pursue the same approach for powering the suction compressors in the interest of minimizing the weight penalty and complexity. After considerations of weight and power requirement penalties, a direct shaft drive approach was adopted. This approach was more efficient in terms of power transmission from main engines to the suction compressors than any other approach considered.
In comparison with the cruise power generated by the main engines, the power extracted to drive the suction system is indeed quite small. For example, the total cruise thrust required is approximately 70,000 lbf at $M = 2.4$, which translates into 300,000 HP thrust power. The actual power generated by the engines in terms of the jet kinetic energy is even higher because of the propulsive efficiency being less than unity. The 1200 HP required at cruise to drive the suction compressors in laminarization scheme 2 is thus less than 0.4 percent of the total power generated by the engines at cruise condition. The engines are usually sized for transonic thrust requirements and are oversized for takeoff and cruise conditions. Since the suction system was inoperative at transonic acceleration, no increase in engine size was necessitated.

The actual impact on the engine performance was evaluated by means of the Boeing GSA program, assuming the GE STJ858 ($M = 2.4$) turbine bypass turbojet as the power plant. The net penalties of shaft power extraction were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminarization Scheme</th>
<th>Scheme 1</th>
<th>Scheme 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaft Power Extracted</td>
<td>626 HP</td>
<td>1226 HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise TSFC penalty</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise Thrust Penalty</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These penalties were incorporated in the performance and sizing program by applying the same percent loss in engine performance at lower Mach numbers in the supersonic climb and descent segments of the mission.

4.3 COMPARISON OF SIZED AIRPLANES

In this section, the net benefits of LFC implementation on SST performance and size characteristics are presented. These results were obtained by incorporating the "uncycled" benefits and penalties of LFC, as determined in Section 4.2, into the Boeing Mission Performance and Sizing Program.
Section 4.3.1 presents summary percentage changes in required airplane size characteristics due to the implementation of LFC and discusses the various factors impacting the results. Section 4.3.2 describes the mission profile and constraints assumed in the performance and sizing computations.

4.3.1 Summary Results and Discussion

Ten sets of sized airplane characteristics were generated in the Design/Benefits studies. These represent the baseline turbulent airplane and four laminarized configurations, each sized for two design ranges: 5000 and 6500 n.mi. The results are summarized in Table 4.3.1. The four LFC configurations represent two basic laminarization schemes, namely outboard wing only (LFC Scheme 1) and outboard wing plus strake (LFC Scheme 2). Scheme 2 is further divided into three cases in order to evaluate (a) the effects of increasing available fuel volume. (L2.1 in the table) and, (b) the sensitivity of the results to system weight assumptions (L2.2).

Table 4.3-1 is also divided into three sets of columns. The left-most set of columns shows the "uncycled" percentage increments (in drag, weight, sfc and available fuel volume) obtained by installing each LFC system variation on a reference airplane with an MTOW of 750,000 lb and a wing area of 7700 square feet. Since this configuration is only a starting point and is not used directly in the sizing process, these increments should be used as a comparison reference only.

The middle set of columns shows the incremental effects of applying LFC for a design range of 5000 N. Mi.: the top row shows the summary characteristics of the mission-sized turbulent airplane (Model 1080-834) while the rows pertaining to the LFC schemes show the percentage changes in these characteristics for mission-sized airplanes employing each of the several LFC variations. For example, the mission-sized airplane characteristics obtained using LFC configuration L2.1 were an MTOW of 682,000 lb; an OEW of 303,000 lb; block fuel of 286,000 lb; wing area of 6770 sq. ft. and an engine airflow of 525 lbm/sec. When compared with the corresponding turbulent airplane characteristics, percentage changes of -8.5, -6.2, -12.0, -9.3 and -9.8 are obtained. The right hand set of columns shows similar comparisons for a design range of 6500 n.mi.

The results show that from fuel burn and airplane size points of view, LFC is beneficial in all the cases examined. As discussed above in Section 4.1.2, the magnitude of the benefit is partly a function of the relative magnitude of the incremental drag and weight changes, and it can be seen that in all cases except L2.2, the uncycled net percentage change in total drag is of the order of three times the uncycled net percentage change in OEW.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBULENT</th>
<th>UNCYCLED (FIXED AIRPLANE SIZE)</th>
<th>5000 NMI DESIGN RANGE</th>
<th>6500 NMI DESIGN RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1080-834</td>
<td>(S=7000 FT2; Ma=630 lb/sec; MTOW=7500 lb)</td>
<td>SIZED AIRPLANES</td>
<td>SIZED AIRPLANES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUISE FRICTION DRAG</td>
<td>CRUISE SFC</td>
<td>VOLUMETRICALLY AVAILABLE FUEL CAPACITY</td>
<td>MTOW -1000LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>BASE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LFC SCHEME 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L1.0</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATUM WING THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td>OF TOTAL AIRPLANE DRAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LFC SCHEME 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L2.0</th>
<th>L2.1</th>
<th>L2.2</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE CHANGES WITH LFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATUM WING THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td><strong>THICKENED WING ROOSTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>SAME AS L2.1 WEIGHT SENSITIVITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>+0.8</td>
<td>+5.4</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>SAME AS L2.1</td>
<td>SAME AS L2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.3.1 DESIGN/BENEFITS STUDY SUMMARY RESULTS**
In case L2.2, where the calculated LFC system weight penalty was arbitrarily doubled, the relative leverage of drag over weight is obviously much reduced. However appreciable benefits in sized airplane fuel burned and gross weight were still obtained, and even OEW showed a slight reduction.

As expected, and again as discussed in Section 4.1.2 above, LFC benefits increase as the design range requirement is increased.

Although the relative leverage of drag over weight is an indication of LFC system efficiency, the magnitudes of the changes are obviously also important in determining the sized airplane benefits, as a comparison of L1.0 with L2.0 reveals. Laminarization of the outboard, supersonic-leading-edge portion of the wing, as represented by L1.0, can be achieved relatively efficiently because of relatively modest suction requirements, as discussed above in Sections 2.8 and 4.2.2. However, the magnitude of the skin friction drag reduction achievable is obviously limited. The additional system required to laminarize the strake call for substantially more powerful, heavier, compressors and larger ducts, for an additional 2% total airplane drag reduction. The drag/weight "leverage" achieved with L2.0 is reduced from that of L1.0 (5.8%/1.8% as compared to 7.9%/2.7%) but because the magnitude of the drag reduction benefit is larger, the sized L2.0 airplanes still show an additional benefit when compared with the L1.0 airplanes.

Early on in the airplane sizing studies it became apparent that the limited fuel volume available in the double delta wing was constraining the wing loadings of all designs to values lower than those required to meet takeoff field length and approach speed constraints (12,000 feet and 160 knots respectively). As discussed in Section 4.1.2 above, wing loading has an important impact on empty weight and should be maximized within the bounds imposed by the performance constraints. The turbulent airplane "Thumbprint" chart (see section 4.3.3 below) for 5000 n.mi. design range revealed, for instance, that the required gross weight was 5% higher when the fuel volume constraint was satisfied than it would have been if the constraint were hypothetically removed. Since the wing fuel capacity of the laminarized airplanes was being further eroded by LFC system volume requirements, this became a matter of concern for the LFC designs, particularly Scheme 2 which was found to displace 8% of the wing fuel volume for the 7700 sq. ft. reference wing size.

It was argued that what could be done to the LFC airplanes to increase fuel capacity could also be done to the turbulent design, and that any comparison between LFC and turbulent designs should be done on as consistent a basis as possible. However, it was also argued that, (a) strict consistency could not be achieved anyway within the limited time and budget available, (b) the fuel volume constraint was probably more of a penalty to LFC Scheme 2 than to the turbulent airplane, and (c) the magnitude of the potential penalty was large enough to warrant further exploration. It was therefore decided to study a variation of Scheme 2, designated L2.1 featuring a wing root section.
which was thickened just enough to replace the fuel volume displaced by the LFC system.

Comparison of L2.1 with L2.0 in Table 4.3.1 shows that thickening the wing root appears to be a favorable trade for the 5000 n.mi. design. Most of the benefit probably derives from the fact that, although still constrained by fuel volume (as discussed in the comparison of thumbprints below in Section 4.3.3), the impact of the constraint has been reduced. Thickening the wing results in a wave drag penalty of roughly 0.8% of airplane drag, but this is largely compensated for by a more efficient wing structure which results in a 0.7% reduction in uncycled O.E.W. (relative to L2.1).

Comparison of L2.1 with L2.0 for the 6500 n.mi. design range case, however, leads to a different conclusion. Since the fuel volume available in the wing varies roughly as the 1.5 power of wing area and outpaces the variation of fuel volume required, the impact of the fuel volume constraint is much reduced: in fact, in both cases, the fuel volume constraint lies very close to the 12,000 ft. takeoff field length line. In this case, no gross weight benefit is obtained by increasing the available fuel volume, and in fact a small block fuel penalty (relative to L2.0) is incurred due to the wave drag increment.

It is apparent that it is not possible to ascribe an unqualified set of values for the benefits of laminar flow control: the benefits are dependent on many factors, the primary ones being the details of the system implementation, design range, the airplane configuration, its available fuel volume, and the manner in which the required airplane size is constrained by mission performance requirements.

The net performance benefits in terms of MTOW, OEW and block fuel reductions calculated for the LFC configuration L2.1 (see Table 4.3.1) as compared to the turbulent baseline configuration Model 1080-834 are shown in Figure 2 of the Executive Summary section of this report.

4.3.2 Mission Profile and Constraints

The mission profile used in the performance and sizing calculations is shown in Figure 4.3-2. A total of ten "segments" is used to describe the mission, with the reserve segments being treated as part of the mission for fuel computation purposes. Total range is computed from the end of takeoff (end of segment 2) to the approach pattern outer marker (end of segment 5). Block fuel is computed from the beginning of departure taxi (beginning of segment 1) to the end of arrival taxi (end of segment 10) with the reserve fuel (segments 7, 8 and 9) excluded. The 6% trip fuel allowance is assumed to be "burned" as the first reserve segment: in other words it is carried (as a weight penalty) in segments 1 through 6, but not in reserve segments 8 and 9.
Figure 4.3-2 Flight Profile and Reserves

1. Taxi
2. Takeoff
3. Accelerate and climb to best cruise altitude
4. Supersonic cruise
5. Descend and decelerate
6. ILS approach
7. Allowance
8. Subsonic cruise to alternate
9. Hold
10. Taxi

- 10 min, h = 0, ground idle fuel flow
- To h = 35 ft
- To M = cruise
- Climb cruise
- Flight idle fuel flow
- To touchdown
- 6% trip fuel
- M = 0.9, h = 37,800 ft, R = 260 nm
- 30 min, h = 15,000 ft, M = optional
- 5 min, h = 0, ground idle fuel flow
Figure 4.3-3
Climb and Descent Speed/Altitude Schedules
Nominal altitude versus Mach number trajectories for climb and descent are shown in Figure 4.3-3. These are based on trajectory optimization studies performed during the U.S. SST program and strike a compromise between the conflicting requirements of minimum fuel consumption, transonic acceleration margin requirements, sonic boom intensity and structural and flutter "placards". Since structural placard considerations predominate during climb, no attempt was made to re-optimize the trajectories for different thrust-to-weight ratios or wing loadings. Climbing cruise is assumed along an optimum-fuel-mileage altitude versus weight schedule (subject to available thrust constraints). Small "disconnects" between the nominal trajectory end-of-climb and start-of-descent altitudes, and the corresponding altitudes for optimum cruise fuel flows are accounted for by inserting additional segments representing constant-Mach climb or descent, or constant-altitude cruise.

A design payload of 51,900 lb was assumed in all sizing studies. This represents 247 passengers plus baggage at 210 lb per passenger. The fuselage and passenger accommodations were configured and weighed assuming a "tri-class" layout with a first class, business class and tourist "mix" of 8%, 19% and 73% respectively.

Mission performance requirements, which were applied as constraints in the Thumbprint selection process, are as follows:

- Takeoff Field Length: FAR field length not to exceed 12,000 ft at sea level, 860°F at Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW).
- Approach Speed: Not to exceed 160 knots at Maximum Landing Weight (MLW).
- Climb Thrust Margin: 30% transonic (acceleration through M1.1); 10% supersonic (top-of-climb)

Climb Time: Time to climb to initial cruise altitude not to exceed 45 minutes.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following are the principal conclusions resulting from this initial study on the application of laminar flow control to a supersonic transport configuration:

1. The present study revealed the aerodynamic feasibility of achieving significant laminarization on the wing surface of a supersonic transport configuration. Preliminary assessment of systems and structural requirements to achieve this laminarization showed that the aerodynamic benefits of drag reduction outweigh the system weight, volume and power requirement penalties. The net benefits in terms of reductions in MTOW, OEW, and fuel consumption are impressive and improve with increasing mission range.

2. For the Mach 2.4 cruise, 5000 NMI mission, LFC implementation resulted in 8.5, 6.2, and 12.0 percent reductions respectively in MTOW, OEW, and fuel consumption when compared with a baseline turbulent configuration. For a 6500 NMI mission, these benefits increased to 12.6, 9.8, and 16.0 percent, respectively. A preliminary calculation showed a 25 percent reduction in fuel heating rate resulting from the implementation of laminarization scheme 2.

3. Linear stability analysis showed stabilizing influence of increasing Mach number on the 2D boundary layer TS disturbances. Mild suction and cooling further enhanced this stability even in 3D boundary layers. However, the influence of the latter parameters on the crossflow instability was rather weak. Therefore, careful tailoring of wing pressure distributions, together with strong suction will be needed to control the crossflow instability and achieve high transition Reynolds numbers on the wing surface.

4. While a significant run of natural laminar flow is achievable on a sharp supersonic leading edge wing, attachment line instability and rapid crossflow development in the vicinity of a rounded, highly swept subsonic leading edge would lead to an early transition. Strong suction at the level of $C_\text{q} = 0.002$ would be needed in the attachment line region to suppress the attachment line and crossflow instabilities.

5. The preliminary structural and systems concept development work performed during this study showed the feasibility of installing a LFC suction system in an existing SST configuration at acceptable weight, volume, and power requirement penalties. Further reductions in installation penalties appear feasible with refinements of these concepts.

6. Of the various methods for powering the suction compressors, direct shaft power extraction from the engines was found to be the best from the standpoint of transmission efficiency and system weight. The
penalties for extraction of shaft power from the main engines to drive the suction compressors were rather small: a 0.2 percent loss in engine thrust and the same percent increase in TSFC.

7. Compressor power and weight penalties dictate that the suction air be discharged at a velocity much less than the freestream velocity, even at the expense of a suction air momentum drag penalty. The condition of sonic discharge was found to be the best compromise.

8. The present study pointed to a need for a significant research and development effort in aerodynamics, structures, and systems technologies in order to realize the potential benefits of LFC implementation in a practical system.

- The need for a supersonic 3D nonlinear wing design capability to achieve pressure distributions desirable for laminar flow design. A general 3D boundary layer and stability analysis capability is also needed.

- A flight transition database on 3D supersonic boundary layers is needed to formulate reliable supersonic transition criteria.

- Supersonic LFC concepts utilizing suction through a perforated surface need to be validated for rounded subsonic leading edge and sharp supersonic leading edge wings in wind tunnel and flight tests.

- A host of issues related to suction system design, structural integration, flow control, safety, reliability, and maintainability need to be addressed. Additionally, concepts for leading edge protection and cleaning, anti-icing, deicing, erosion control, and highlift system compatibility need to be developed.
6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Several research needs were identified during the course of the present study for improvements in existing prediction capability, validation of laminarization concepts, assessment of the impact of laminar flow on the overall aerodynamic performance of the configuration as well as enhancement of the net benefits of LFC implementation.

I. Improved Transition Prediction and Wing Design Capability
II. Conceptual Design Studies
III. Wind Tunnel and Flight Experiments

An identification and brief description of tasks under the above three areas follows.

6.1 IMPROVED TRANSITION PREDICTION AND WING DESIGN CAPABILITY

Tasks in this area relate to improvements in prediction methodology for transition on SST Configurations, nonlinear wing design capability, as well as for boundary layer control on highly swept wings.

6.1.1 Inviscid Flow Field Prediction

Several discrepancies were observed in the configuration Cp predictions by three inviscid techniques. Also, the resolution of the predictions was inadequate in the sharp leading edge region. An improved resolution of Cp prediction in the leading edge region is needed using solution adaptive or zonal grid structure. Experimental validation (in wind tunnel or flight) of Cp predictions is needed to resolve the differences observed between linear and nonlinear methods.

6.1.2 Coupled 3D Boundary Layer Solution

A 3D boundary layer solution coupled with the calculated inviscid flow field is needed for subsequent stability analyses. The influence of boundary layer development on the calculated inviscid Cp distribution also needs to be evaluated.

6.1.3 Full 3D Stability Analysis Capability

Current approach employs stability analysis and integration of growth rates
performed on boundary layers calculated under swept, tapered wing (conical flow) approximation. Procedures for stability calculation and growth rate integration on full 3D boundary layers need to be developed.

6.1.4 Wing Design Capability to Obtain a Desired Cp Distribution for Laminar Flow

Achievement of a significant run of laminar flow on the wing surface requires a specific type of Cp distribution. Methods need to be developed to design wing sections of a 3D configuration to yield this type of Cp distribution. Existing linear wing design methods could be modified to accomplish this. However, a nonlinear, inviscid (full potential or Euler) design capability would be desirable. The impact of a laminar flow wing design on the configuration drag components also needs to be evaluated.

6.1.5 Curvature Effects on Supersonic Boundary Layer Stability

Recent work [47] has shown that convex streamline curvature has beneficial influence on subsonic boundary layer stability. Curvature effects are important in the subsonic, rounded leading edge region of SST configurations and their influence on the 3D supersonic boundary layer stability should be evaluated.

6.1.6 TS and CF Wave Interactions in Supersonic Boundary Layers

Current theoretical treatment of TS and CF wave interactions and its effects on 3D boundary layer stability should be extended to supersonic boundary layers.

6.1.7 Entropy Layer Effects Near Sharp Nosed Supersonic Leading Edges

The presence of a finite nose radius on a "sharp" leading edge airfoil causes a local supersonic blunt body flow with a detached curved shock. The shock curvature causes an "entropy layer" effect in which the initial boundary layer development is under an edge velocity which is lower than the far field stream velocity. This has a beneficial effect on the boundary layer stability. The extent of this benefit needs to be evaluated analytically and weighed against the wave drag penalty caused by the blunt nose.
6.1.8 Stability of Attachment Line Boundary Layer

The momentum thickness criterion for transition in the attachment line boundary layer is based on low speed test data. Transition criterion for the attachment line boundary layer based on stability theory calculations is needed. The effect of supersonic Mach numbers radius of curvature, sweep angle and of suction and cooling on the attachment line boundary layer stability needs to be evaluated.

6.1.9 LFC Effectiveness at Transonic and "Off Design" Supersonic Mach Numbers

The effectiveness of any laminar flow control scheme designed for supersonic cruise conditions must also be evaluated during transonic acceleration and supersonic climb.

6.1.10 Suction Air Slot Injection Effectiveness for Turbulent Skin Friction Reduction

The discharge of LFC suction air through a slot in a region of the configuration surface where the boundary layer is turbulent offers a possibility of some reduction in turbulent skin friction coefficient. The required flow rates, however, should be matched with the flow rates available from the LFC suction system and the impact on wave drag and wake momentum drag should be considered.

6.1.11 Establish Suction Requirements for Low Speed Boundary Layer Control on Highly Swept Wings at High Lift Conditions

Availability of suction in the leading edge region offers the possibility of boundary layer control to prevent separation and vortex formation and thereby improve the L/D ratio at low speed, high angle of attack conditions. The 3D boundary layer separation behavior on highly swept rounded leading edge wings as well as at the hingeline of sharp leading edge drooped nose wings at high angles of attack conditions needs to be studied. Suction requirements to prevent boundary layer separation for both types of situations need to be determined.
6.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDIES

Tasks in this area relate to practical aspects of LFC application to supersonic transport configurations and systems approach to determining the net performance benefits.

6.2.1 HLFC System Design and Net Benefits for Highly Swept Leading Edge Configurations

The configuration selected for the present study has a double delta planform with an outboard wing having a supersonic leading edge. It would be worthwhile looking at configurations having an all subsonic leading edge such as the arrow wing planform. The suction requirements at the leading edge are likely to be higher, but the crossflow instability will be less of a problem downstream of the leading edge region provided a streamwise zero pressure gradient is achieved in this region. Furthermore, for this type of configuration, wave drag is lower and skin friction drag higher due to the increased wetted area. Therefore, viscous drag reduction by LFC implementation will have greater impact on the total drag.

6.2.2 Suction Surface Flow Control and Integration with Composite Structure

Structural design concepts for assemblies of perforated suction surface and internal flow passages which allow the desired suction distribution for a specified external pressure distribution need continued development. The pressure drop through the internal flow passages will have to be carefully controlled to achieve the desired suction distribution without excessive internal pressure losses. Concepts for metering and regulating the internal flow through the duct system will also need to be developed. Concepts for structural integration of suction surface assemblies with the composite wing structure within the acceptable tolerances for surface mismatch need to be developed. Work on development of manufacturing and fabrication techniques for suction surface assemblies and its integration with composite structure should be initiated early.

6.2.3 Structural Concepts for Integrated Suction Ducts

Drag reduction due to implementation of LFC on a SST results in significantly less of fuel required for a mission. Since the type of configuration considered in the present study is fuel volume limited, a reduction in the wing area is possible with associated structural weight reduction. However, since the laminar flow control suction system displaces
a significant fraction of the fuel saved, full benefits of reduction in the wing area and the associated structural weight are not realized. Innovative structural concepts which integrate suction ducts with the load bearing structure would minimize the fuel volume displacement penalty and allow greater net benefits to be realized by LFC implementation.

6.2.4 Wing Planform Area Reduction by Fuel Volume Redistribution

The volume of fuel displaced by suction ducts could be accommodated near the wing root if the root thickness is increased together with the necessary adjustments of the fuselage cross sections. This will lead to increased wave drag, however, improved structural efficiency will allow some structural weight reduction. The availability of the extra fuel volume will allow accommodation of the displaced fuel and therefore a reduction in the wing area up to the point where the wing size is constrained by the takeoff field length (TOFL) or approach speed limitations.

6.2.5 LFC Using Passive Suction - Particularly for Nacelles and Empennage

The nature of pressure distribution particularly on a supersonic leading edge wing section offers decreasing surface pressures from leading to trailing edge on both upper and lower surfaces. If laminarization is attempted only on the forward portion of the wing, the decreasing surface pressures present a possibility of using passive suction on the forward part and venting the suction air to the lower pressure aft region (where no laminarization is attempted) via an internal duct system. Provided the duct pressure losses can be kept to a minimum, passive suction without mechanical compressors may be possible.

6.2.6 Suction Requirements for Laminarization of Fuselage and Wing/Body Junction

Suction laminarization of the fuselage offers a potential for further drag reduction, although at the expense of additional hardware. An important benefit of fuselage laminarization may be the elimination of the turbulent wedge at the body side, which propagates on the wing surface and significantly reduces that portion of the wetted area of a highly swept wing which could potentially be laminarized.
6.2.7 Systems for Protection from Insect Contamination, De-icing and Anti-icing

Systems concepts for protection of the leading edges from contamination due to insect impacts, de-icing and anti-icing need to be developed for compatibility with LFC and high lift BLC requirements. Insect contamination characteristics of highly swept round leading edge wings as well as moderately swept sharp leading edge wings in high lift configuration need to be determined. Several leading edge protection concepts available from subsonic LFC applications need to be explored for applicability to highly swept rounded or moderately swept sharp leading edge wings. Behavior of residues from insect impact under high shear, aerodynamic heating conditions typical of supersonic cruise need to be studied.

6.3 WIND TUNNEL AND FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

Tasks in this area relate to i) acquisition of a database for development of supersonic transition criteria, ii) validation of laminarization concepts developed in the present study iii) assessment of laminar flow design on other drag components of an SST configuration and iv) determination of the effectiveness of the LFC suction system when used as a boundary layer control system to improve the low speed performance.

6.3.1 Baseline Cp Data on Supersonic Cruise Configurations for Validation of 3D Codes

Wind tunnel and flight test data on wing pressure distributions are needed for validation of 3D boundary layer coupled inviscid codes.

6.3.2 Impact of Laminar Flow Design on Other Drag Components

Wind tunnel tests on a high speed model having a laminar flow wing design will be needed to assess the impact on zero lift wave drag and the drag-due-to-lift, as well as to validate linear and nonlinear code predictions.

6.3.3 Wind Tunnel Experiments to Test the Effectiveness of Suction in Suppressing CF Instability

Since even a small amount of suction is very effective in suppressing the TS instability and wind tunnel noise primarily affects the TS growth, suction laminarization experiments on unswept wings have been very successful in maintaining laminar flow up to high Reynolds numbers even in noisy tunnels.
Therefore if the TS growth is effectively suppressed with mild suction, the stronger suction requirements for suppression of CF growth may be studied even in noisy tunnels. Mild suction does not have an appreciable influence on CF growth.

By use of techniques similar to those developed for testing large size LFC models in low speed wind tunnels, relatively high Reynolds numbers may be achieved in the existing supersonic wind tunnels (e.g. AEDC-16S, NASA Ames 9' x 7' supersonic etc.).

On highly swept, rounded, subsonic leading edge wings, crossflow instability grows rapidly in the leading edge region, while on moderately swept, sharp, supersonic leading edge wings with a mild streamwise favorable pressure gradient, the CF instability grows slowly. Suction requirements to control the CF instability in both of these situations may be studied in conventional supersonic wind tunnels provided the growth of TS instability is suppressed by use of continuous mild suction on the wing surface.

6.3.4 Supersonic Transition Database Development

To establish a supersonic transition database for 3D boundary layers having both TS and CF types of instability, natural laminar flow flight tests on supersonic aircraft are needed. On rounded, subsonic leading edge wings, attachment line instability and rapid initial growth of CF instability causes transition to occur at or very close to the attachment line. Therefore, a good spatial resolution is not available for transition measurements. Baseline natural laminar flow flight experiments should therefore be conducted on swept wings with a sharp, supersonic leading edge with a controlled streamwise pressure gradient. Such flight experiments could be performed on a supersonic fighter aircraft such as the F-104 with a sharp leading edge glove having a larger sweep than the baseline wing. Alternatively, this type of experiments could also be performed on the outboard wing panel of the F-16XL. The attachment line boundary layer at a sharp leading edge is inherently stable and initial cross flow instability growth in the leading edge region is small. A significant run of laminar flow may be obtained on the wing surface with a gradual buildup of TS and CF instabilities (N-Factors). The longer laminar run provides adequate spatial resolution for transition measurements. The TS and CF growths may be controlled by adjustments of streamwise pressure gradient or sweep angle by modifications of the glove design. Effects of surface cooling may also be investigated in such a flight experiment. The effects of leading edge nose radius of supersonic leading edge wings on transition may also be investigated. Increasing nose radius gives rise to entropy layer effect, which has a favorable influence on TS instability. However, increasing nose radius on a swept wing has a detrimental effect on attachment line and CF instabilities. Therefore, an
optimal nose radius for laminar flow design may be determined from such a flight experiment.

6.3.5 Supersonic HLFC Flight Tests

Supersonic HLFC flight tests will be needed to validate the laminarization concepts developed in the present study for both supersonic and subsonic leading edges. These tests will require design of suction gloves to yield specific (desired) pressure and suction distributions. Supersonic wing design capability and wind tunnel validation of glove Cp distributions will be needed in preparation for the flight test program. Stability calculations on the glove boundary layer will have to be performed and (previously developed) supersonic transition criteria applied to estimate transition location. For tests on subsonic leading edge, spanwise contamination of the attachment line boundary layer will have to be prevented. The HLFC flight experiments with a suction glove installed on a subsonic leading edge wing could be performed on the F-16XL aircraft recently acquired by NASA.

6.3.6 Low Speed Wind Tunnel Tests to Establish BLC Suction Requirements and Effectiveness

Low speed wind tunnel tests on highly swept, rounded leading edge wings as well as sharp leading edge drooped nose wings at high angles of attack need to be conducted to test the effectiveness of suction boundary layer control in preventing flow separation and vortex formation. For highly swept, rounded leading edge wings at high incidence angles, separation occurs near the leading edge in the adverse pressure region following the suction peak. The separation which begins at the outboard portion of the wing, results in vortex formation and moves progressively inboard as the angle of attack is increased. Because of the leading edge vortex formation, the pitching moment characteristics of highly swept wings become adverse at high angles of attack and result in the so-called "pitchup" problem. Since the separation phenomena are viscous dominated, the pitchup problem is strongly Reynolds number (model scale) dependent. Suction requirements to preserve attached flow may be estimated from 3D boundary layer analyses, and wind tunnel tests at adequate model scale need to be conducted to verify the theoretical predictions of suction requirements.

On sharp leading edge drooped nose wings, fully attached flow could be maintained on the leading edge flap as well as past the hinge line if the flap is aligned with the approaching flow and suction boundary layer control applied in the hinge region. The possible benefits in terms of improved L/D of operating in this mode rather than in the trapped leading edge vortex flap mode need to be experimentally evaluated.
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HSCT CONFIGURATION 733-633

WING PLANFORM DEFINITION

WING REFERENCE PLANE AT WL245

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2Y/B)</th>
<th>ZLE(FT)</th>
<th>XLE(FT)</th>
<th>C(FT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-4.40</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>155.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-4.40</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>155.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>-4.40</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>155.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>-4.61</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>140.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-4.87</td>
<td>100.84</td>
<td>130.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>-5.19</td>
<td>107.44</td>
<td>119.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>-5.48</td>
<td>114.04</td>
<td>111.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>-5.65</td>
<td>120.64</td>
<td>104.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>-5.67</td>
<td>127.24</td>
<td>98.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>-5.56</td>
<td>133.83</td>
<td>91.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>-5.41</td>
<td>140.43</td>
<td>84.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>-5.30</td>
<td>145.80</td>
<td>79.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>-5.11</td>
<td>150.05</td>
<td>74.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>-4.94</td>
<td>153.63</td>
<td>71.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>-4.78</td>
<td>156.58</td>
<td>67.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>-4.58</td>
<td>159.53</td>
<td>64.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>-4.41</td>
<td>162.03</td>
<td>62.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>-4.22</td>
<td>164.22</td>
<td>59.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>-4.05</td>
<td>166.41</td>
<td>57.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>-3.89</td>
<td>168.35</td>
<td>55.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>170.29</td>
<td>53.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
<td>172.24</td>
<td>51.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>-3.51</td>
<td>174.18</td>
<td>49.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>-3.39</td>
<td>176.12</td>
<td>46.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>-3.28</td>
<td>178.06</td>
<td>44.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>-3.18</td>
<td>180.00</td>
<td>42.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>181.93</td>
<td>40.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>-3.01</td>
<td>183.87</td>
<td>38.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>-2.92</td>
<td>185.81</td>
<td>36.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>-2.85</td>
<td>187.75</td>
<td>34.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>-2.78</td>
<td>189.69</td>
<td>32.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>-2.73</td>
<td>191.63</td>
<td>30.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>-2.66</td>
<td>193.56</td>
<td>28.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>-2.60</td>
<td>195.50</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>-2.56</td>
<td>197.44</td>
<td>23.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>199.38</td>
<td>21.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>-2.46</td>
<td>201.32</td>
<td>19.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>203.25</td>
<td>17.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>-2.38</td>
<td>205.19</td>
<td>15.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>-2.33</td>
<td>207.13</td>
<td>13.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX II

ELECTRIC POWER FOR COMPRESSOR DRIVE

Electric power for laminar flow suction was supplied in the study by increasing the capacity of the airplane's engine driven generators. One additional KVA was required per compressor shaft horsepower considering efficiency and power factor. The Model 733-633 had four 90 KVA generators, that were to be increased in capacity to 250 KVA for laminarizing the outboard wing regions. The largest generator flying in 1988 was used on a military airplane and had a capacity of 150 KVA. Space for the generator diameter to fit within airplane contour is the limiting factor. Eight 120 KVA units may be considered for laminar flow control over the outboard wings of the supersonic transport. The combined inboard/outboard wings would require twice that number.

The type of electric power generator of the Model 733-633 baseline SST was variable speed constant frequency (VSCF). VSCF was found to be suitable also for laminar flow control compressor drive. Propulsion turbine shaft power was transmitted to each generator by an airframe mounted accessory drive (AMAD). Power was transmitted at 270 Volt DC from the generators to frequency controllers located at the Aft Electronics Bay in the air conditioned airplane body. Return was through the metallic structure of the 1979 Model 733-633, and through the copper wire mesh that was installed for lightning protection in the composite structure of the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). Power was distributed from the frequency controllers to the users at 400 Hertz AC, except for the compressor drive motors with special requirements.

Two types of electric motors were considered for compressor drives: brushless DC motors and AC induction motors. Comparative data were obtained from Sundstrand Pneumatic Systems, and from Parker Bertea. The gracious contribution of the suppliers is acknowledged.

The brushless DC motors using permanent magnets, such as samarium cobalt or other rare earth elements were lighter than comparable induction motors. See Figure A2-1. Each brushless DC motor required phase commutation by angular position feedback through a dedicated controller. The brushless motor controllers in existence in 1988 were found to be heavy weight, especially so at the low power levels. Significant DC motor controller weight reductions were predicted for the year 2000, as shown in Figure A2-2 but the reductions were insufficient to provide DC drives the weight advantage. The controllers also required substantial local cooling because of a 250°F maximum operating temperature.
The AC induction motors required no position feedback, only a special setting on the airplane electric power generating system frequency controller to match the compressor speed. The specific weight of the airplane frequency controllers benefited from the effects of the high power level and the mature state of development. A 530 Hertz frequency was estimated for two-pole motors to match a 30,000 compressor RPM. The AC induction motors were selected on the basis of total system weight for compressor drive.
FIG. A2-1 ELECTRIC MOTOR WEIGHTS
BRUSHLESS DC (SA CO) & INDUCTION

FIG. A2-2 DC MOTOR CONTROLLER WEIGHTS
SUNSTRAND AND PARKER BERTEA DATA
APPENDIX III

AIR COMPRESSOR SELECTION

Garrett AiResearch proposed electric motor driven compressor units for local installation along the outboard wing leading edge flap hinge line. They suggested two compressors in series: an axial and mixed flow multistage unit followed by a centrifugal unit to develop a pressure ratio of 18.5 to 1.

The axial flow and mixed flow compressors with multiple stages were smaller in diameter but longer than the single stage centrifugal compressors. See the Garrett AiResearch axial and centrifugal compressor data in Tables A3-1 and Figure A3-1.

The pressure rise obtainable by a turbocompressor of given type increases with the square of the impeller tip speed which depends on the allowable impeller diameter and on the selected speed of rotation. The speeds of rotations suggested by AiResearch for electric motor driven air compressors ranged from 30,000 RPM to 70,700 RPM. A reliability growth from 4,000 to 40,000 hours mean time between failures (MTBF) with cumulative operating time increase from 10,000 to 10,000,000 hours was reported by T.P. Emerson from Garrett in ASME Paper 78-ENAs-18. The data referred to foil air bearings used on bleed air driven air conditioner compressors on the DC-10 commercial transport, where the operating speed was 50,000 RPM. Sundstrand Pneumatic Systems suggested 40,000 to 50,000 RPM speeds for shaft driven compressors of larger diameter for installation at the rear spar. See Table A3-2.

The compressor characteristics suggested by the manufacturers were analyzed using a standard handbook as reference. Tip speed is generally less than 1100 ft/s for industrial compressors and ranges from 1400 to 1600 ft/s for aerospace machinery. Analysis of the Sundstrand data indicated supersonic impeller tip speeds, and Garrett data subsonic tip speeds. There was agreement between the suppliers that the job was feasible but technically challenging.

Compressor characteristics meeting the performance requirements of Section 3.4.3 of this report were then predicted by Boeing using the manufacturer's data and the standard method of analysis.

Compressor drive power was calculated in two steps. First the power required at 100 percent mechanical efficiency was determined. The adiabatic temperature rise, head rise and power were calculated from the required inlet pressure, inlet temperature and mass flow, and the selected discharge pressure. The compressor speed of rotation and
outside diameter were selected on a trial basis to calculate the compressor specific speed (Ns) and specific diameter (Ds). Then, estimates of compressor mechanical efficiency and pressure rise were obtained from the ASME 60-WA-231 turbocompressor performance chart, and the temperature rise and power were corrected for mechanical efficiency.

The procedure was iterated with increasing number of stages until the efficiency and the resulting pressure ratio were both acceptable. The Reynolds number and Mach number of the resulting design were recorded.

This analysis was applied to a range compressor characteristics suggested at various times during the study by the compressor manufacturers Garrett and Sundstrand as well as to Boeing's own estimates for the finally selected conditions. See Figures A3-3 and -4 showing the Boeing estimates of compressor characteristics for the outboard wing regions and for the combination of inboard/outboard wing regions. The estimates were used for benefit evaluation in Section 4.2.2 of this report.
Figure A3-1 Garrett Motor-Compressor Envelope Sketches
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TABLE A3-1 ESTIMATED CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSORS
FOR LAMINARIZING THE INB’D & OUTBOARD WING REGIONS

CRITICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
P2/P1 RATIO 18.5

MAX O.D. IN. 32 IN. INB’D. TAPERED TO 4 IN. OUTB’D.

MASS FLOW LB/SEC 0.150
PRES. IN PSFA 30
TEMP IN DEG F 100

FLIGHT REGIME: MACH 2.4, 60,000 FT ALTITUDE
REGION SERVED: REGION 2, LEADING EDGE, LOWER SURFACE, INB’D & OUTB’D

AIRESEARCH PROPOSED TO MEET THE PRESSURE RATIO OF 18.5 BY:
6 STAGES OF AXIAL FLOW STAGES
+1 CENTRIFUGAL STAGE AT OUTLET OF AXIAL UNIT

AIRESEARCH PROPOSED TO MEET THE MAX DIAMETER RANGE BY:
(A) INB’D SET AT FULL FLOW, (B) OUTB’D SET AT ONE HALF FLOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>INB’D SET</th>
<th>OUTB’D SET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STAGES</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>AXIAL</td>
<td>CENTRIFUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS FLOW LB/SEC</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2/P1 RATIO</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES. IN PSFA</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP IN DEG F</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEG R</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFT HP</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFT KW</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEED</td>
<td>1000 RPM</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFICIENCY PERCENT</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT LBS</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPRESSOR
MAX O.D. IN. 8.0 12.0 7.0 8.5
MIN O.D. IN. 6.0 6.0 5.0 CONICAL SHAPE
LENGTH IN. 12.0 4.0 8.5 3.0

MOTOR
O.D. MOT.IN. 8.0 5.0 4.5 4.0
LGTH.MOT.IN. 12.0 12.0 12.0 7.0

COMPRESSOR UNIT
MAX O.D. IN. 8.0 12.0 7.0 8.5
LENGTH IN. 24.0 16.0 20.5 10.0

COURTESY GARRETT AIRESEARCH, LOS ANGELES, MR. E.N. HARRIS, 5/5/88
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1A</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF STAGES</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS FLOW LBS/SEC</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLET PRESSURE PSIA</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLET TEMPERATURE DEG R</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE RATIO</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTLET PRESSURE PSIA</td>
<td>5.872</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.763</td>
<td>7.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFT SPEED RPM</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFT POWER HP</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTLET TEMP. DEG R</td>
<td>1772.7</td>
<td>1672.7</td>
<td>1598.7</td>
<td>1455.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX. COMP. DIA. IN.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX. COMP. LNGTH IN.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP. WEIGHT LBS</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE A3-3**
**ESTIMATED CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR COMPRESSORS AND OF ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVEN COMPRESSOR UNITS FOR LAMINARIZING THE OUTBOARD WING REGIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION OF SUCTION</th>
<th>1A</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4A</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP/DOWN SURFACE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHORDWISE LOCATION</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>L.E.</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>L.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS FLOW OF AIR</td>
<td>LBM/SEC</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLET PRESSURE</td>
<td>FSF ABS.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSI ABS.</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLET TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>DEG R</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEG F</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE RATIO</td>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTLET PRESSURE</td>
<td>PSI ABS.</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIABATIC DISCHARGE, DEG R</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTIMATED DISCHARGE, DEG R</td>
<td>1202</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIABATIC POWER</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTIMATED POWER</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INLET I.D.</td>
<td>IN.</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTLET I.D.</td>
<td>IN.</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEED, ESTIMATED</td>
<td>1000 RPM</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTY TYPE CONT.</td>
<td>CONT.</td>
<td>CONT.</td>
<td>CONT.</td>
<td>CONT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTAINMENT RING</td>
<td>% SPEED</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHAFT DRIVEN UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPRESSOR TYPE</th>
<th>ENVELOPE DIAMETER AND WEIGHT TO BE MINIMUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX DIAMETER</td>
<td>IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX LENGTH</td>
<td>IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT, ESTIMATED LBS</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVEN COMPRESSOR UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPRESSOR TYPE</th>
<th>UNIT LENGTH AND WEIGHT TO BE MINIMUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER</td>
<td>400 V AC, 3 PH, 500 HZ, NEUTRAL TO GROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOLING</td>
<td>INCLUDE SHAFT MOUNTED FREON COMPRESSOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBRICATION</td>
<td>INCLUDE ACTIVE BEARING LUBE PUMP ON SHAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX UNIT LENGTH</td>
<td>IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX DIAMETER</td>
<td>IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT, ESTIMATED LBS</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A3-4

**Estimated Characteristics of Shaft Driven Air Compressors for Laminar Flow Control on HSCT, 7-29-88**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Strake/Wing</th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1A/S2</th>
<th>4A/S3</th>
<th>1W</th>
<th>4W</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper/Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chordwise %</td>
<td>0.6-9</td>
<td>0-0.6</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity/Airplane</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Required Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1A/S2</th>
<th>4A/S3</th>
<th>1W</th>
<th>4W</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow LB/SEC</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. In. FSF</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2/P1 Ratio</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. In Deg F</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Estimated Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1A/S2</th>
<th>4A/S3</th>
<th>1W</th>
<th>4W</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stages</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed K RPM</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip Dia IN.</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip Speed FT/SEC</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>2156</td>
<td>2156</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS/Stage RPM</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp. Dia FT</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff’y % Per Stage</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff’y % Overall</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Out Deg F</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Estimated Installation Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1A/S2</th>
<th>4A/S3</th>
<th>1W</th>
<th>4W</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.D. Compr In IN.</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.D. Compr Out IN.</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.D. IN.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length IN.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk. Cu.Ft</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Weight of Compressors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1A/S2</th>
<th>4A/S3</th>
<th>1W</th>
<th>4W</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Est. LBS</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com. LBS/AP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The feasibility and impact of implementing a laminar flow control system on a supersonic transport configuration were investigated. A hybrid laminar flow control scheme consisting of suction controlled and natural laminar flow was developed for a double-delta type wing planform. The required suction flow rates were determined from boundary layer stability analyses using representative wing pressure distributions. A preliminary design of structural modifications needed to accommodate suction through a perforated titanium skin was carried out together with the ducting and systems needed to collect, compress and discharge the suction air. The benefits of reduced aerodynamic drag were weighed against the weight, volume and power requirement penalties of suction system installation in a mission performance and sizing program to assess the net benefits.

The study showed a feasibility of achieving significant laminarization of the wing surface by use of a hybrid scheme, leading to an 8.2 percent reduction in the cruise drag. This resulted in an 8.5 percent reduction in the maximum takeoff weight and a 12 percent reduction in the fuel burn after the inclusion of the LFC system installation penalties. Several research needs were identified for a resolution of aerodynamic, structural and systems issues before these potential benefits could be realized in a practical system.